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ThermadarEvery so often something along that has a waycomes

of bringing ideas to life. And makes you more talented.

Even a touch more daring. Something that says go ahead, improvise a little. You've got all the help

in the world. Thermador. Let it spark your imagination. 1-800-656-9226 www.thermador.com
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The Bombay Sapphire Martini For Two. As Entwipito by Eliav Nibsaim.
SOMETHINGPOUR P R I ESS.

Gin 47% aic./vol. (94 Proof). 100% neutral apirits. <01998 Carillon Importers LTD., Fort Lee, NJ. 01 lav Nissan.Bombsy<B Sapphire'
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GAGGENAU

Appliances for the Kitchen of a New Era. 
By Gaggenau.

Built-in kitchen appliances from Gaggenau express 

a consistent attitude: the quest for the ideal balance of perfect form, highest 
technology, most attractive appearance and basic practicality. Anyone who professes 

to have good taste knows the Gaggenau line. In each of these appliances lies 

the experience, the ability and the know-how of our specialist. Every one of these 

units stands out in terms of Its unique advantages and the quality of materials 

and workmanship. Above all, Gaggenau appliances have been awarded many design 

prizes for their simple beauty and functional design.

The first built-in kitchen appliances to be launched in 

Europe bore the distinguished Gaggenau name. Today this built-in appliance collec

tion symbolizes the progress attained in kitchen technology. For many demanding and 

discerning people in Europe, North and South America, the Near and Far East, 
the name Gaggenau is synonymous with the greatest achievements In kitchen design.

An attractive example is the Gaggenau VG 330 

gas hob, a unique Gaggenau development for those who appreciate Asian cuisine. 
This gas hob is designed specifically to be used with a wok, the round-bottomed 

Chinese pot. The flat-bottomed variant of the wok and other large and sturdy round 

or long pans also fit onto this particularly designed gas hob. Its unusually large- 
size burner produces extremely high heat (max. 17,000 BTU) from three different 

sources simultanously; the center, the inside and the outside flame rings.
The result is fast and precisely controlled heat, which is evenly distributed over the 

large surface of the cooking pot.

Would you like to find out more about this 

exceptional gas hob and the other unique appliances in the Gaggenau collection? 

We will send you the new Gaggenau Magazine! Please call Gaggenau USA Corp. at 

800-929-9808 or visit us at www.Gaggenau.com. The Difference is Gaggenau.
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couch therapy
’vE BEEN THINKING LATELY abouthowagoodcouchishardto find,Hs thereisancnormous
hole in my living room where the sofa used to be. (I moved an old leather couch into the kitchen,
since my boys and I spend most of our time hanging out there, with colfee and Pop-Tarts in the
morning; homework, tea, and books in the afternoon; souffles and cookies in the evening; and

general lassitude throughout the weekend. I figured we might as well hang in comfort. While I’m at it, I
should say that a sofa in the kitchen is a decorating tip worth passing on. My ten-year-old son doesn’t wake
up, mentally, until well after school has started—as his teacher has been at pains to point out—so
rather than start the day with a struggle, I simply let him eat 
breakfast, Roman style, under blankets on the sofa. I get to 
indulge him, and he gets to indulge me in my fantasy that I’ve 
gotten him up for school. And what nicer place than a sofa by 
the stove for watching a friend prepare dinner or for sharing a 
cup of tea while comforting a sister... but I digress.)

While the kitchen is humming, the living room is looking a 
little desolate, and 1 cannot get my mind around to what kind 
of sofa I want in there. (Pursuant to the sofa in the kitchen: it 
is important that the sofa be large and soft, indeed squishy and 
smrdy—it will double as a jungle gym—and boat-like. In fact, we 
call the kitchen sofaTTie Boat. It is a fine and private place for 
one or two to snuggle in for an afternoon nap. Its sides and back 
are high, so it really cradles you. Resting there is like lying in the 
bottom of a dinghy—an enchanting thing to do—within the 
shelter of its sloping sides as you drift off across the water.)

But that’s not the kind of sofa I want in the living room. It 
isn’t that I don’t want to lie down in there. I tend to want to lie 
down, most often with a book, wherever I am, and I am prone 
to judg^ the success of a house by how many places I spot that 
send out an invitation to rest, drift, and dream. But in the liv
ing room I want to be able to lie down 
and still see out the window and 
French doors, or gaze past an arm 
into the fireplace. And I want also to 
be able to sit up and talk, and not feel 
like I’m going to need a forklift to 
haul me up out of the depths of the 
furniture. These new enormous sofas 
I see make me wonder if everyone’s 
wearing exercise gear to entertain.
Surely no one in a skirt can gracefully 
negotiate a ledge the size of a Ping- 
Pong table, that gives you the choice 
of perching on the edge, if you want to 
keep your Ferragamos on the floor, 
or pushing back to lean against a cush
ion with your feet sticking straight

out in front of you like a Barbie doll’s. Bigger is not better.
And that’s as far as I’ve gotten in my analysis. I simply don’t 

know what to do. I can’t tell you how many pictures of deco
rating projects come into our offices that look great until we 
get to the couch in the living room where we give a collective 
editorial sigh because the room has been ruined: the scale of the 
couch is wrong, or the shape is wrong, or the fabric is wrong, or 
the color is wrong. The couch is like the proverbial elephant 
in the living room, the thing no one wants to talk about even 
though it’s causing lots of trouble. A couch can be like a person 
you don’t want to see anymore who doesn’t get the message. 
Stubbornly present. Implacable, A constant reminder of an 
error in judgment. When you make a mistake with a couch, 
you’ve made a big mistake. I’ve had hours of couch therapy 
(that’s therapy about couches, rather than on them) and it turns 
out my fear of commitment is common.

Everywhere I go, every ad I see, every project we publish, I 
gaze at the sofa and fantasize about what it would be like to be 
in a liaison viith that thing. What would people think when they 
saw me on the arm of that couch? Would I look like a flake on 
my Starck? Dowdy on my camelback? Listless on my Liaigre? I 

see dozens of couches I fall in love 
with, I scatter snapshots of candi
dates across my desk, and then 
weeks later, I glance at what might 
have been the one and I think. What 
was I thinking? All I want is to be 
held and comforted and protected. 
All I want is something stylish, yet 
dependable; relaxed yet elegant; 
yielding yet strong; mature yet com
panionable. Is this too much to ask? 

Yes, a good couch is hard to find.

Dominique Browning, editor

HousecrGarden • april 199916
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Atlante, designed by Studio Kalros in 1997.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 800--872-1697
B&B Italia U.S.A., Inc, 150 East 58 Street, New York,
Internet: http://b0bitalia.it

Timeless and TreasuredAlso available throu^ Architects and Interior Designers.
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REPRESENTED EXCLUSIVELY BY KRAVET 
Through Interior Designers and Architects

For more information or for a designer in your area, please call 888-4-KRAVET/www.kravet.com



coNtributors
V JUDITH NIEDERMAIER 
" WeVe reached a point where how 
you live best defines your style,” says 
the designer and entrepreneur, whose 
company, Niedermaier, Inc., develops 
lines of furniture, “People used to 
express themselves in clothing, but 
were intimidated by the house. That’s 
changing.” Her Chicago apartment 

(“Winter 
Palace," 
page i20) is 
marked by a 
singular 
absence of 
clutter- 
minimalism 
for the new 
millennium.

TIMELESS CLASSICS 
A Contest

Cashmere, a single string of 
pearls, a well-designed clock 
- some dtings are timeless 

classics.

House & 
Garden and 
Howard 
Miller Clocks 
share d>is 
conviction, 
and invite 

you to share uitb us in thirty 
words or less, your definition 
of a timeless classic. Just 
for responding, you will be 
entered to uin a Howard 
Miller Clock.
Include your name, address, 
and daytime telephone 
number and send it to:
House & Garden!
Howard .Miller Clocks 
limeless Classics Contest 
Attn: Amy Kerrigan 
342 Madison Avenue, 22nd fl(M)r 
New York, NY 10017

A RONALD A. GRIMALDI 
The president of Rose Gumming 
credits Rose's sister, Eileen Gumming 
Cecil, with teaching him patience and 
style. “She was very wi.se, very non- 
judgmental,” he says. “She was instru
mental in the formation of my life.”
In “Grand Flourishes,” page i6o, 
Grimaldi’s dramatic New "^rk apart
ment displays the confidence of a daring 
student who has had a great mentor.

JOHN F. SALADINO
The man known as a designers’ designer 
blends sumptuous fabrics and classic 
forms in his own apartment, just as he 
does for clients (“Three-Part Har
mony,” page 136). His furniture, includ
ing collections for Baker, Knapp and 
Tubbs, is simple and geometric, 
designed to ^pcal to modernists and 
traditionalists. Saladino has often 
shown our readers how to decorate on 
a human scale. His “Master Class” on 
powder rooms appeared in May 1998.

V JAMES WOJCIK 
In “Mood Swings,” page 142, the 
photographer boldly captures the dis
tinct personalities of some of the best 
pieces at the most recent High Point 
furniture market. He describes his 
vignettes as “little worlds that I wanted 
people to feel they were invited to 
enter.” In 1998, Wojcik won a presti
gious Alfred Eisenstaedt Award for 
Magazine Photography from Columbia 
University.

All emrics must be reccived by June 30. 
1999. No purrhasc ncce».sar>’ to win. 
Odds of winning depend on random 
drawing. Voo must be a I'.S. rv»ick*nt 
and 21 years of age or older to enter. For 
a complete set of rules write to H<msf & 
Garden at the aliove addrevs.

NEWS & VIEWS 
Marketing Website

Visit our marketing website this 
month at www.h0usq5arden.com 
- click on our News & Vic*ws 
Marketing website to:

• Participate in a reader poll

• Find out about store 
opening and events

• And more

si— SABINE ROTHMAN

A JAMIE DRAKE
Perched on a Herman Miller chair 
whose upholstery he designed for a 
Furnish a Future benefit, the interior 
designer exudes devil-may-care charm. 
His collaboration with fine arts dealer 
Philip TIewat-Jaboor (“Respect Your 
Elders,” page 108), however, proves 
his reverence for antique furnishings. 
“We’re working with clients who want 
to build wonderful collections,” he says,
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NANCY CORZINE
FURNITURE • TEXTILES • ACCESSORIES • RUGS
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Denver • Boston • Phoenix • Lagvma • Washington D.G. 
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Certified Pre-Owned Lexus

CSSSD

INTRODUCING THE MOST AFFORDABLE LEXUS

THIS SIDE OF FIFTH AVENUE.

Bargain hunting has never been so fruitful. The Lexus Certified Pre-Owned Progra 

proudly offers new-car financing rates on already incredibly affordable Lexus vehicles. In 

addition, Lexus generously provides a groundbreaking 3-year/lOO,000-total-vehicle-mile 

warranty, 24-hour Roadside Assistance and a rigorous 128-point inspection.* All of which 

explains why “smart shopper” is now synonymous with Certified 

Pre-Ow7ted Lexus owner. Test-drive one today at your Lexus dealer.

m

ONLY AT YOUR LEXUS DEALER

lexuscpo.com
©1998 Lexus, Division of Toyota Motor Sides, KS./l., !nc. Lexus reminds you to wear sealhells, secure children in rear seat, obey all speed laws and drive 
responsibly. ‘See your participating Lexus dealer for details on the Lexus Certified Pre-Owned Customer Care Package including the limited warranty and 

Roadside Assistance. Financing available to iiualified customers through Lr.xus Financial Services,
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OI No matter your age or ability, turning on the lights or hot water shouldn’t be a

challenge. Industrial designers are rethinking everything from detergent caps to 
s doorknobs to make the world more accessible for all. Also this month: intro- 
I ducing Garden Bliss, with tips for forcing forsythia and underplanting tulips.
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the age of access

UNIVERSAL DESIGN

n Tom Wolfe’s best-selling ^4 M^n in 
Full, Atlanta real-estate mogul Charlie 
Croker returns to his mansion after 
knee surgery and gets a crash course in 

wheelchair accessibility. “There were a 
couple of things he had failed to figure out 
when he gave instructions about putting 
the bed down here on the first floor," 
Wolfe writes. “The only toilet was the 

powder room, a staggeringly 
expensive little piece

are becoming more rele
vant to more people. 
This is indeed good 
news. “Universal design 
can be invisible, mar
ketable, profitable, safe, 
and both physically and 
emotionally accessible 
to most users,” said the 
late architect Ron 
Mace, who coined the 
term in the 1970s.

The Cooper-Hewitt 
National Design 

Museum’s land- 
mark “Unlimit-

Grab bars double
as towel racks

Sensa 
pen,$125

It was dazzling—and didn’t 
have a shower or tub or even enough 
shelf space to line up all the vials of pills.”

Famous for capturing the Zeitgeist,
Wolfe is alluding, unintentionally perhaps 
to the universal-design movement, which 
advocates the creation of good-looking 
products and environments that can be
used by people of varied abilities, From the and wrist rest. $47 each 
ubiquitous handicap-accessible bath
rooms in airports and restaurants 
(mandated by the 1990 Americans 
with Disabilities Act) to Dutch 
architect Rem Koolhaas’s much dis
cussed house near Bordeaux with a 
floating platform-elevator at its core, 
which allows its wheelchair-bound 
owner to Hve on three levels, there’s a 
sense that universal design is becoming 
mainstream. And with the American pop
ulation aging, accessibility and ergonomics extraordinary because they are well

designed in many ways. 
“We tried to make

ed By Design” 
show in New

York (through March 
21) is proof that Mace was right. Guest 
curators Bruce Hannah and George A. 
Covington have filled

the show about everybody,” says Hannah, 
who teaches industrial design at Pratt 
Institute and designs for Knoll. “We 
tried to open up the dialogue.” Hannah 
believes that universal design will 
become truly universal only when execu-

C
 tives at large corporations realize that 

“designing for the largest audience 
possible is smart business.”

Kohler, the plumbing power- 
house, is such a company. At its design 

center in Wisconsin, Kohler shows an 
^ accessible bathroom outfitted with 

standard products. ‘A lot of things don’t 
even have to be redesigned,” says 
Hannah, pointing out that wall ovens 
and front-loading washing machines are 
very accessible. “Some products are 
just better than others. People will pay 
more for comfort, ease, and safety.”

Knoll’s ergonomic mouse pad

the museum with
ordinary objects—switch plates, calcula
tors, door handles, faucets—that are

design for living
As an interior designer with MS, Nancy Mannucci refuses to iet her dis

ease turn her elegant Upper East Side apartment into a wheelchair ward, 

"Accessible design doesn’t have to be ugly!" says Mannucci, who has 

reorganized her home so she can roll around easily. "You don't have to 

feel that you're sick or getting old. Often it's a matter of inches." Re

arranging the settees that flanked her fireplace and made her living room 

an obstacle course was a welcome challenge. 'Ail it required was cre

ative problem-solving," she says. In the bedroom, she built a handsome 

headboard that’s bolted to the wall so she can pull herself out of bed. 

“You approach these problems as you do any other design job."

Designer Nancy
Mannucci at work
in her home office.
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FRANZISKA VAN ALMSICK
2DDm FREESTYLE SWIMMING WORLD RECORD HOLDER

For an authorized dealer nearest you. visit tagheuer.com
TAG Heuer's U.S. limited warranty Is valid only for products 
purchased from authorized dealars and beanng our serial number.
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closet cases
Whenever New York architect Jane Victor

designs a multi-story house, she insists that

her clients install an elevator, They almost 

always demur. Nevertheless, Victor believes

that elevators are necessities waiting to hap

pen, so she makes sure her houses are

elevator-ready. “I bank closets on top of one 

another so you have the space for future

incorporation," she explains. "It's absolutely

urgent that people think about this," she con

tinues. "It doesn’t matter what age you are. If 

you are athletic, you may sprain an ankle or

the new joy of cooking
Leora Douek, above, was like a kid in a 
candy store. She wa.s wheeling herself 
around the “Unlimited By Design” 
exhibit at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in 
New York and marveling at the prototype 
Universal Kitchen, which was developed 
at the Rhode Island School of Design 
(RISD) and was on view for the first time. 
“I wish I could buy this kitchen,” she said.

Not everything in the exhibit 
impressed Douek, an architect who 
co-owns the SEE Ltd. furniture stores 
in New York andL.A., which sell cutting- 
edge contemporary designs. Design 
Continuum’s Metaform bathroom, 
which has an adjustable-height sink and

toilet, didn’t meet her aesthetic stan
dards. “I’d love it if I came across it in an 
airport!” she said. “But it’s too clinical 
for me, I spend a lot of my life trying 
not to succumb to my disability.” The 
RISD kitchen, however, wouldn’t 
require her to compromise. From the 
counter-level oven and refrigerator to 
the built-in pasta maker/drainer (which 
resembles a deep fryer), this kitchen, 
she said, was perfect. “The only thing I 
question is the built-in jar opener,” she 
said mischieviously. “I got married so 
I’d have a live-in jar opener.

THE BUSINESS OF BLISS

get smart
A Betsey Farber’s mild case of arthritis 

triggered a monumental change in the 
housewares industry. Watching his wife 
struggle to peel vegetables, Sam Farber 
vowed to build a better potato peeler, left. ^
Nine years ago, he came out of retirement and 

with Davin Stowell’s firm Smart Design launched a kitchen product 
line of not just easy-to-use peelers but cork pulls and can openers. 

The result: OXO’s Good Grips line of kitchen tools with the trade- 
mark comfy, oversized, black rubber handles.

Products like OXO’s salad spinner (which was 
m conceived by Human Factors Industrial Design) V 
m have made easy preparation affordable and a 
F available to all kinds of cooks. “You cannot | 

accommodate everyone,” says Stowell. “But if you f 
think about it long enough, you can always accom
modate a few more people.

gel a Charley horse, so having an elevator 

will make life more coi^venient. It you 

become disabled, having an elevator lets/
you continue living normally and have a

good quality of life when you're in a com

promised position.'

Victor likens elevators, which she says cost 

about $15,000 to $25,000, to faxes and com-
'M

puters. “We should take advantage of available 

technology so we can enjoy our lives more."<iL3
'1

—JOYCE BAUTISTA
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Special Purchase Account

Sign and Travel*'Account

Online Services

. Nofln»'Set Spending Limit

Buyer's Assurance

Purchase Protection

Global Assist^ Hotline

Membership Rewards^ Program

Assured Reservations

Car Rental Loss and Damage

1700 Travel Service Locations

24‘Hour Customer Service

Visit www.americanexpress.com for a better way to control your finances. American Express Online Services

is an easy and secure way to manage your account. You can review recent charges, so you'll always

know what's coming. Also, download transactions into financial software, so your records are always

up-to-date. And even pay your bill online, so there's no paperwork. Register online now; it's free.

To apply for the Card, visit us at www.amsrtcanexpreas.coin or call 1-eOO-THE-CARD. 01999 American Express. With no pre*set spending limit, purchases are approved based on a 
variety of factors Including account history, credit record and personal resources. Sign &Travel and Special Purchase Accounts: not all Cardmembers are eligible. Eligibility to extend payment 
based on a review of Cardmember tenure and payment history. Enrollmentln /Vfembersh/p Reivards program required. The annua! fee lsS25. Some Corporate Cards and some Optima* Cards 
are not eligible for enrollment. Terms & tees for Corporate Cards may vary. Buyer’s Assurance, Purchase Protection and CRLDI are underwritten by AMEX Assurance Co., Administrative Office 
Green Bay, Wl. Subject to terms, conditions and exclusions of Policies AX0953, AX0951 and AX0925 respectively.
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BOBOISExPMssiON Libre Sofa, deigned by H, Hopper

ARCHITECajHAl DESIGN BY C. CHRY^COPOULOS PARIS
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all-American companies used chop

sticks as decorative accessories to

give their showrooms an Asian edge.

But unless you’re eating Chinese
'a

take-out, putting a bowl of rice and

chopsticks on your coffee table Is

just Zen and the Art of the Absurd.

you’ve got mail
The latest mail-order venture from Shi, a chic NoLita design store, redefines the expression 
decorating with catalogues. “The idea was that the pages would be pretty enough to tack 
on the wall,” explains owner Laurie McLendon of the unbound photographs and drawings 
that come stacked in a sleek cardboard box (212-941-9952). Printed on three different 
papers, the set features products like Tse & Tse light garlands ($150) and tiered olive-oil 
bowls ($33 each). “Each page,” McLendon says, “is a little piece of art In itself.’ .YGEIA GRACE

the name gameabc’s of synergy At the Moderne hotel in midtown Manhat
tan, the design team GoodmanCharlton 
has indulged in some heavy-duty name- 
dropping. The lamps in the front windows 
are by Tom Dixon, the head of design at 
Habitat and the British design world’s It 
boy. The lights over the reception desk 
are by the Italian master Achille Cas- 
tiglioni. The lobby mural is by Malcolm 
Hill, who has painted walls for Barneys in 
New York and Beverly Hills. Upstairs in 
the guest rooms, there are vases by the 
ubiquitous Jonathan Adler, and Warhol 
Marilyn posters with matching water 
glasses. “1 don't like hotel 
art to look like hotel art," 
says Jeffrey Goodman, 
whose firm produced 
much of the hotel’s sculp
tural furniture. "We want 
guests to feel as though 
they’re staying in a hip 
friend’s guest room."

Is it just a coincidence? A month after 
New York’s ABC Carpet & Home 
began running the Oriental rug 
department at Harrods in London, 
the mammoth Manhattan emporium 
opened a Harrods-esque food hall. 
“Of course, we were inspired 
by Harrods,” says ABC’s president 
Evan Cole. “Who wouldn’t be?”
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LeeJofa
FRESH IDEAS ON

TRADITIONAL FABRICS.

SINCE 1823.

THE MULBERRY COLLECTION, AVAILABLE AT LEE JOFA THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS & ARCHITECTS.

ATLANTA BOSTON CHICAGO DALLAS DANIA DENVER HOUSTON LAGUNA NIGUEL LONDON LONG ISLAND LOS ANGELES MIAMI MINNEAPOLIS MONTREAL 
NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA PHOENIX SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE TORONTO TROY WASHINGTON DC WWW LEEJOFA.COM8Se • LEEJOFA



FIELD TRIP

fictional furniture
by Eric Hansona moveable feast

ay farewell to your old armchair. Ifjack 
Hemingway is succes.sful, your home will 
soon be a shrine to the man he rightfully 
called Papa. Ernest’s sons, Jack (the 75- 
year-old father of Mariel), Patrick, and 

Gregory, have licensed their father’s name for 
home furnishings. The Ernest Hemingway Col
lection includes a zebra-striped carpet inspired by 
the writer’s Kenyan safaris (or perhaps by the 53 
cats he kept at home in Havana); picture frames 
adorned with shells, reminiscent of his Old Man 
and the Sea period; and the Papa Hemingway chair, 
a leathery seat like those Ernest had at his Idaho 
fishing lodge—except those chairs didn’t have 
nailheads embossed with the letter “H.”

S
^,\k-

L *-' ■ *Rofc«rt \

“My brother asked me, ‘Do you think it is 
beneath our dignity to do this?’ ” says Jack, overJack Hemingway and his wife, Angela, out

side his dad's oJd haunt, New York’s‘21’Chjb Bloody Matyswithhiswife, Angela, a decorator,
at ‘21’ in New York, where a plaque once com

memorated one of Papa’s trysts in the stairwell. “If the stuff is good, who cares about dignity?” 
Who indeed, when we can now share such insider trivia as the reason his father wrote most 

of A Moveable Feast while standing up? “He had piles,” Jack explains helpfully, “and it would have 
been uncomfortable to sit down.” Now a writing table similar to Hemingway’s elbow-height 
one is available for your home, along with a sofa with a carved bull motif, arid For Whom the Bell 
Tolls bolsters. It’s all Hemingwayesque. And with this much to choose from, the question will 
be what to have, and what to have not.

-T

INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

hungry eyes
Swanson TV dinners were never 

like this. At Fort Lauderdale's new 

China Grill Cafe, New York archi

tect Jeffrey Beers is catering to 

the Food Network generation: he 

installed television monitors that 

are tuned in to the action in the 

kitchen. “China Grill is known for its 

open kitchen, so we expanded on 

this concept," says Beers, who 

designed New York's China Grill in 

1987. "You can see what's being 

made on the satay and main grills 

and see if there are any special 

appetizers." The closed-circuit TVs 

are only the tip of the high-tech ice

berg. The cafe also has three 

robots that travel on an infrared 

track and deliver snacks.

‘ CA+ ha*;**
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Domestic
Bliss

the wright stuff
Brewing tea is an art, so it’s good to know that Krups (800>526- 
5377), a company famous for its coffeemakers, is now selling a 
teapot of truly museum quality. The Guggenheim porc^ain pot, $24.99, 
is based on Frank Lloyd Wright’s 1959 New York City landmark. Match
ing cups and mugs are also available. Might we suggest another acces
sory, cast-iron pans for baking popovers? They’re the perfect accompaniment 
to a cup of tea, and have an unmistakably Guggenheimish shape. KATRINE AMES

speed-reading
Some people spend years assembling 
a library. Kinsey Marable can do it for 
you over a long weekend from his 
eponymous bookshop on Manhat
tan’s Upper East Side (212-717-0342). 
Marable offers not only large collec
tions inspired by those in English 
country houses but more limited 
libraries for your summer house 
($5,000) or guest room ($2,500). No 
sandy bodice-rippers here; Marable 
caters to refined tastes. He includes 
out-of-print titles like Harold Acton’s 
Memoin of <inA£sthete and Billy 
Baldwin Decorates for rainy days at 
the beach. - -SABINE IIOTHMAN

NAME David Ling
RESIDENCE 19th-century brownstone in lower 
Manhattan
RESUME Founder of 7-year-oid David Ling Archi
tect. He previously worked for I. M. Pei and 
Richard Meier
CURRENT PROJECTS Alberta Ferretti boutique 
in New York; houses in East Hampton, NY, and 
Greenwich, CT
THE FIRST THING I DO WHEN I WAKE UP Fifty 
sit-ups, cook tea, feed cat, toast baguette 
I CANT GO TO SLEEP WITHOUT A hot shower 
I SLEEP ONLY ON Feathers 
I WATCH TELEVISION To fall asleep 
MY LIVING ROOM IS VACUUMED BY It’s not vac
uumed. The tatami mats are hand-toweled 
MY FAVORITE PAINTING IS Brice Marden’s Card 
Drawing (Counting) 4-1-1, 4-1-2. 4-1-3, 4-1-4 
MY FAVORITE PHOTOGRAPH 1$ Rodchenko’s 
Girl With Leica (1934)
MY DREAM HOUSE Has not yet been built, but it 
exists as a model. Similar to Casa Malaparte, it is 
to be in Capri on a cliff, with a view of crystal- 
blue water crashing on shard-like outcroppings 
A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME UNLESS A sigh of 
relief occurs at the threshold upon one’s return 
home, followed by the feeling that what one lives 
with reflects one’s psyche

FINDERS KEEPERS

shady lady
A lightbulb went off over Sylvie 

Cogranne's head a few years ago, 

when she was working at a company 

that printed posters of back-lit photo

graphs for cosmetic companies. "I 

thought I could make lamps with the same 

■1 technique," the former fashion photographer says. “So 1 

J experimented and made a few for a gallery show, and 

I the response was extraordinary," Now, her New York com- 

I pany, Fotoluz (212-397-5911), makes lamps with digital 

f film shades depicting flowers, farm animals, and urban 

street scenes ($200 and up). And for custom orders, 

she’ll take photographs of almost anything.
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are a nightmare, 
once-a~day ZYRTEC starts working fast1*

One prescription ZYRTEC® (cetirizine HCI) tablet starts 
working fast against so many allergens including pollen, 
dust, cats, dogs and mold, and lasts for 24 hours.

For proven relief, ask your doctor about the power 
of ZYRTEC.

In ZYRTEC studies, side effects were mild or moderate 
including drowsiness, fatigue and dry mouth in adults and 
drowsiness, headache, sore throat and stomach pain in 
children. Drowsiness occurred in between 11% and 14% 
in adults, depending on dose, compared to 6% taking 
placebo. In children, drowsiness occurred in between 
2% and 4%, depending on dose, compared to 1% taking 
placebo.

To learn more, ask your doctor or pharmacist. 
Call toll free 1-888-BIG-RELIEF for more information.

^Relief seen in 60 minutes in studies in an artificially controlled 
pollen environment

Visit our Web site at www.ZYRTEC.com

Reference: 1. Data on file. Pfizer Inc, New York, NY,
P/eose see important information ZfWEC S-mg and lO-mg Mbfets and 5 mgIS mL syrup on the odjacent page. © 199B, Pfizer inc



For Seasonal and Year-round Allergies and 
Chronic Idiopathic Urticaria.

Due caution should be exercised when driving a car or operating potentially dangerous machinery. 
8RIEF SUMMARY
ZYRTEC* (CCT1RIZ1NE HYDROCHLORIDE) TABLETS AflO SYRUP FOR ORAL USE (FOR FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION. 
CONSULT PACKAGEINSERTl
CONTRAINDICATIONS ZYRTECiscoMndlcatedinltiasepalientswilhaknownhypeisensitMlylaitaranyQli&ingiedienlsorhydroxyrne 
PRECAUTIONS Activrties Requiring Mental Alertness: Indinicaltrials, Iheoccunenceolsorinolencshasbeen imported in somepallenis 
taking ZYRTIC. duecautkin inereloielie e«fcised Men driving a car or oprnling potentially dangerous machinery. Concurrent Lise o( 
ZYRTEC wli alcohd) or other CNS depressants should he avoided because additional reductions in alertness and addldcnal impaiiment ot 
CMS performancemay occur Drug-OnigInterscUons: No clinically signiticanidrug mleiacllons have been found with Iheophylllneata low 
dase.aailhiomycin.pseudoepnediine. ketoconarole, orerythtomyeiaTherewasasmalldecrease in UKdcaranceotceliiitine caused by aAOO- 
mg dose ol theophylline, II is possOle mat larger theophylline doses could have a greater ellect Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis and 
impairment ol Ferlililv: In a 2-yeat carcinogenicity study in rats, cellruine was not carcincgetiic at dietary doses up lo ^ mg/tig 
(apptoKimaiely 1S limes the maxnrtan recommended dally oral dose in adulls on a mg/m’ basis, or approximately to limes Hie maxnnum 
recommended daily or^doseinctiildienonama/m’ basis). lna2-yearcarcinogenicity study in mice, c^rizinecausedanincreased inddence 
of benign li\«r tumors Inmalesaladetsy dose oll6mgArg (appnuinialely6llm«H)c maximum leccxnmended daily oral dosainadulls ana 
mg/rrYbasis. or approximaely 4 limes the maximum recommendeO daily oral dose inchildrei on a mgihi' basis). No increase In Ihe Incidence 
ol liver lumorswas observed inmiceatadielarydose oiamg/kg [approximately 2limes Hie maximum lecommoided cblly Orel dose Inadulls 
on a mg/m' basis, or aKimximately equal lo Hie maximum recommended dally oral dose in children cm a mgtm' basis) The clinical 
signillcanceolthesellndln^durlnglong-letmuseoiZYRTECisnaknown Cehnzinewasnolmul^icintheAmeslesLandnolciastooenic 
in Ihe humen lymphocyte a^, Ihe mouse lymphoma assay, and in vivo mtcronucleus test In rats. In a lertillty and general reproducllve 
pedormance s^y In mice, cetirizine did not impair fertility at an oral dose ol 64 mg/kg (approximately 26 times the rnaximixn recommended 
ddly oral dose inaduHsonamg/m'bads) Pregnancy Category B: In mice. rats.and rabbits, ceHrizmevosnotteratogenicaloral doses up lo 
96,225, an) 135 mg/kg, iesjKlriPd^(t5tiioiiiT0tety 40,180 anb220hiTies the maximum recwnmendeddailyMafloseinaiSrltsonani^ 
basis}. There aie no adequalBend welksnbolledstudies in pregnanlwonen. BecauseaxmaJsludesafenot always ptedicHveolluman response, 
ZYRTE(} should be used in pregnancy only II clearly needed. Nursing Mathers: in mice, rsllrlzine caused r^rded pup weight gain during 
ladehonalan oral dose in dams Of96mg/l(g(approxinial8ly40 limes l^maxrmumrecommended dally oral dose Inadultscmam  ̂basis) 
Studies in beagle dogs indicated that^tproximaely 3% ol Ihe dose was excreted in milk. Celinzire has been reponed to be excreted In human 
breast milk Because many dnigsaieexcreled In human milk, use of ZYRTEC In nursing mothers is not recommended. Geriatric Use: In 
piac^-conlrolled trials. 188 palientsaged 6510 94 years received doses olSto20 mg cPZYRTEC per day. Adi  ̂events were similar in this 
group lopaHemsunderage65. Subset analysisoleflicacyinthisoroupiwsnotdone Pediatric Use; ThesafelyofZYRTEC.al dally dosesofS 
or 10 mg. has been demonsBaled InSTB p^ric palienis aged 6 IP 11 years in placebo-conttoiied trials lasling up to lour Msks and In 254 
pdientsinanomplacsbo-canln)lled12-week lriaJ.Thesale^plcelltizineliastBen[)emonstraledinl6BpiHientsag^2to5yrarsinplacel)o- 
cont^olledIrialsoluplo4weeksdur3lon.0^amglkoba3is.moslofHle168pallentsrecsivedbelween02andQ.4lng^golcairia^eHCI The 
^Ivenessol ZYRTEC for the treatment ol seasonal and perennial allergic rhinitis and chronic idiopathic urticana In pediatric patients 
aged 2 lo II years is based on an exiiapolaiion ol Ihe demonstrated efficacy of ZYRTEC in adults in these condillons and the 
likelihood that Ihedisease course, pathophysiology and the drug’s eHed are substantially similar between these two populations. The 
recommended doses lor the pedialnc population are based on cross-study comparisons of Ihe pharmacokinetics and 
OharmacodynatiES at ceUtizine in adult and p^laltic subiscls and on the salety piollle ol cetirum in both adult and 
pediatric palienis at doses equal Ic or higher than Ihe recommended doses. The cetirizine AUC and Cmax m pediatric 
subjeiHs a  ̂2 lo 5 years who received a single dose of 5 mg ol cetirizine syrup and In pedialnc subjects ageil 6 lo 11 years who received a 
single doseoflOmgolcslIilzine syrup iwree^imaledto be inlemiedlaicbetmHialoteerwfInadirllswhoieceivcdasingfedoseol 10 mg 
of cellrizine tablets and those who received a single dose ol 20 mg cellnzine tablets. The s^ly and effecllveness of cetirizine in pedialnc 
patients undertheageal2year8 have niHyei been established ADVERSE REACTIONS ContralladandunconiroHedclinKhlirialsconducied 
in the United StalBsand Canada included moielhan60IXIpalienisaged12yearsandalbe, with more than 3900 receiving ZYRTECat doses pl5
10 20 mg per day. The durallor ol Irealmeni ranged from 1 week lo 6 months, wiilh a mean exposure of 30 days. Most adverse leactions 
reported during therapy with ZYRTEC were mild or moderate. In plecebo-contiolled trials, the incidence ol discrmtlnuationsdue to adverse 
raaclions in patients receiving ZYRTEC 5 or 10 mg was nolsignilicantly dlllerenl from ptaisbo (2.9% ve. 2.4%, respectively) The mo9 
common adverse reaction In p^enls aged 12 years and older that occurred more frequently on ZYRTEC than plac^ was somnolence The 
tnodencsol somnolence assodaled with ZYRTEC was dose relaled, 6% in placebo, H%al5mg3nd14%3l10mQ.Disconliiiu3fionsduelo 
somnoiencetof ZYRTEC were unaxnmon(1.0% on ZYRTEC vs. 06% on ptabo) Fatigue and drymoulhalsoappeaiadlo be tiealmenl-reaeO 
adverse reactions. There were no differences by age. lace. gender or by body weigh! wilhi^d Id the incidencsoladvema reactions Tabiel lists 
adverse experiences In patentsaged 12 ycarsand older which were report^ lorZYRTEC Sand lOmg in controlled clinical trials Hi the United 
States and that vi^ mate common with ZYRTEC Hun placebo Table 1. Athratse Eqierlances Rsportarl in Patients Aged 12 Years 
anti Ditar In Placebo-ConIraHed United Stales ZYRTEC Trials (Maximum Dose at 10 mg) at Rates ol 2% or Greater 
(Percent Incidence) ZYRTEC (N>2034) Placebo (N>1612) respectively: SomnoleikX(T3.7vs6.3| Fatigue (5.9 vs 2.6) Dry Mculh 
l50v823)Pn^ngitrs(2.0vs1.9)Dizzmess(2.0vs12). In addlHon.headaclieand lotseaoccurred inmote than 2% of the patwks, but were 
more oommon In placebo palienis Pedialtic studies were also conducletl with ZYRTEC. More than 130D pediairtc patients aged 6 to it years 
wldimorelhan900treated with ZYRTEC at doses cfliStolOmoperdaywefeincluded in controlled and unconltoHcdclinlcai trials conduclod 
In the United Slates. The duration ot treatment ran^ Horn 2 lo 12 weeks. Placcbo-conirolled trials up to4 we^ rkzralion Included 168 
pediatric patients aged 2 to 5 years who received cetirizine. Ihe majoriiy of v4iom recmd single daily doses ol 5 mg. The majority of adverse 
readions ireoited in pedialnc patients aged 2 to 11 years with ZYRTEC were mild or moderaie. In placebo-conirolted Hials, the incidence ol 
disconlinualions due lo atfvema readions in pedrattic pahenis receiving up to 10 mg ol ZYRTEC was uncommon (0.4% on ZYRTEC vs. 1.0% 
on placebo) Tahie2llslsadi«se experiences which were reported for ZYRTEC5and10mg in pedialiicpalierlsa^SlollyGais Hi placebo- 
OHiliollod dmicsl trials In Ihe Untied Stales and were more common with ZYRTEC than placebo, 01 these, abdominal pain was consid  ̂
liealmenl-relaled and scmnlence appeared lo be dose-relaled, 1.3% in placebo. 1.9% at 5 mg and 4.2% at 10 mg The adverse experiences 
retorted in pedialnc Mllenlsaged2tD5^aminplacebo-conlrdlecltiialsweie qualitatively similar in ndureandgenemlly similar in Hequency 
loHwseretxxtedinUielswiHichlldisiagedGlq 11 years Table 2. Adverse Experiences Reported In Pediatric Patients Aged 6 In
11 Vests In Ptacebo-Contrallad United Stales ZYRTEC THals (5 or 10 mg Dose) Which Occurred at a Frequency ol >2%in 
Either tlw6-mg or ttvelQ-mg ZYRTEC Group, and Mote Frequently Then iiv the Placebs Group. ZYflTEC5m«(iUT6T), 
10 mg (Nw21S) vs plaimbo (M4D9): Headache(11.0%. 5rrg; 140%. 10 mg; 12.3%, placebo); Phar^ilis |62%,5 mg, 2.6%, 10 mg; 
2.9%. placebo); Abdominal pain (44%, 5 mg; 5.6%, 10 mg, 1.9%. placabo). Coughing (4.4%. 5 nig, 2.6%, 10 mg; 3.9%, placebo), 
SomnolKioe(1.9%,5mg;4i!%, 10 mg 1.3%, placebo). Diarrhea 13.1%. Smg,1.9%, lOmg; 1.3%, placebo). Epislaxis (3.7%, 5mg;i,9%, 
10 mg; 2.9%,olacd»);Bronchospasm(3.1%,5mg, 19%, I0mg;1.9%, placebo). Nausea (1.9%, 5mg;2.8%, 10 mg, 1.9%, placebo): 
Vtvrltlng(2.S%.5mg;2.3%, 10 mg;1,0%, plarsboj.Thelbllowing events wereobseivedlnfreciuentlydess than 2%], Ineitha3982adultsand 
cnildren 12 yeats  ̂older or In 659pedlaHic palienis aged 6 lo 11 years who mceired ZYRTEC in U.S. Inals, iwluding an ry»n adull study ol 
six months duration A causal relallonship of these inirequent events with ZYRTEC adminisliallon has not been establlM Autonomic 
Nervous System: anomxla. Hushing, incrsased salivation, urinary retention. Cardiovascular cardac (allure, hypertension, paipilalion, 
tachycardia Central anil Peripheral Nervous Systems: abnormal cooidinallon, alaxia, cnnlusion, dysptnnia. hynereslhesia, 
hyperkinesia, hypertonia. hypoesHiesia, leg cramps, migraine, myelitis, paralysis, paresthesia, ptosis, syncope, liemci, twitching, vertigo, 
vi^zal lield deled. Gastrointestinal: abnormal tiqialic function, aggravated loolh canes, constipation, dyspepsia, eructation, flatulence, 
gastritis, hemorrtioiib, iroeased appdile. mdena, rectal nemoirtiage, aomsttis induding ulcerative slcvnatilis. tongue discolorabon. longue 
edema Genitourinery: cyslilis, dysuria, hematuria, micturilion liequency, polyuria, urinary incontinence, urinary tract infection Hearing 
and Vestibular: deamess. earache, ototoxicity, himltus Malabollc^uIrltlonahdeiTydralion.diabetesmellilus. thirst. Musculoskeletal: 
arthralgia, arthiilis, arthrosis, muscle vnakoess. myalgia Psychiatric: abnormal Ihinkmg. agilalion, amnesia, anxiety, decreased Hbidc. 
depersonalization, depression, emotlciial lability, euphona, impaired concenHatlon, insomnia, nervousness, paroniiia, sle^ liisoider 
Respiralary System: bionchilis, dyspnea, nyperveilllalion, increa^ sputum, pneumonia, lespiiatoiy disorder, rhinitis, sinusitis, upper 
lespiialory tract infection. Reproduiitiva: dysmenorrhea, female breast pain, intermenstmai deling, leukorrhea, menorrhagia, vaginitis 
RettculoendQlheliel: tymphadenopathy. Skin: acne. alCHiecIa, angioei^, bullous erupllon, dermatitis, dry skin, ec^ma, erythemalous 
rash, luruncutosis, hyperkeratosis, hypeitnchosis, increased sweating, maculopapular ra^, pholosenslllvity leKllon, photosensltiviiy toxic 
reaction, pruritus, purpura, rash, seborrhea, dun disorder, skin nodule, urticaria. Special Saitses: parosmia, taste loss, lasts perversion. 
Vision; blindness, conjunctivitis, eye pain, glaucrxna, loss of acnxrimndation, ocular hemorrhage, xerophlhalmia Body as a Whole: 
accidental Injury, asUienia, back pain, chesf pain, enlarged abdomen, lace edema, lever, geneiailzededema, hot Hashes, Increased weight, leg 
edema, malaise, nasal polyp, pain, pallor, oeiioibifal edema, periph^l edema, rigors. Occasion^ instances ol liansieni, reversible he^ic 
transaminase elevations have occurred during cetinzme therapy. Hepatitis with signilicani liaRsaminase elevation and elevated biilrubin in 
association with the use of ZYRTEC has been iworted. In foreign marker ng experience the following aOdrlional raie. but polertlially severe 
adverse events have been reported: anaphylaxis, cholestasis, gtcmerutone^riiis, hemolytic anemia, hepatitis, orolacial dyskinesia, severe 
hypotension, stillbirth, and thrombccytopenia. DRUG ABUSE AND DEPENDENCE Thera is no iulormalion to indicate that abuse or 
dependency occurs with ZYRTEC. OVERDOSAGE Overdosage has beer reponed with ZYRTEC. In one adult palieni who took ISO mg ol 
ZYRTEC. thepaieniwassomnolentbul did noldisplay any otherctiKcal signs or atxwTTBl bioodchemlsHyortiernatDlooyresulB.tnan lamonlh 
bit) pertialiic palianl whoipokan oteiikise ol ZYRTEC iatrtHtcUmaiely 13D mg), restlessness and irritability were ob»r  ̂imtiany, this was 
lollowBd by drowsiness Should overdose ooair, Heatmenl should be sympirWic or supportive, taking into accixint any concomitantly 
ingested medications. There is no known specillc antidote to ZYRTEC. ZYRTEC is not elleclively removed by dialysis, and dialysis will be 
ineffective unless a daiyzable agent has been concomitently Ingesied The acute minimal lethal oral doses were 237 mg/kg in rmce 
[approximately 95 limes Ihe maximum lecommended daily oral rlose In adulls on a mgfm' basis, or ^roximately 55 times the maximum 
recommendeO dallyoial dose in childienonamgHn'basis) and562mg4io in rats (wroximately460timeslhemaxinium recommended dally 
oral dose In adults on a mgihY basis.«appioximalely 270times the maximum recommended daily oral dose in children on a mg'm' basis). In 
rodenls. the target of aabeioxicl^wasIhecenHal nervous system, and the target oIrmjlllple-dosetDxicily was Ihe liver.
Celiiizine is licensed from UCB Riamia, Inc 
PrinleOinU.S.A 7D-4573-90-3Revi8ea May 1998
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n riving through upstate 
New York 12 years ago.

Julie Gaines and David Leno- 
vitz fell in love—with the 
name of a town called Fishs 
Eddy, At the time, the couple 
had just opened a Manhattan 
antiques shop, and they re- 
christened their business in 
honor of the hamlet.
Eddy' sounds so American 
and poetic." Gaines explains.
"It exemplifies a lifestyle of 
simplicity."

Since then, Fishs Eddy 
has been making a splash.
Known for their funky mix of 
new and vintage tableware,
Gaines and Lenovitz now 
have three New York stores and a brand-new mail-order catalogue 
(877-fishseody).

Tableware became their specialty by accident when Lenovitz. on 
a buying trip in the Midwest ten years ago, discovered a barn filled 
with vintage restaurant dishes. The building had been ravaged by 
afire, but the plates were none the worse for it. "We thought it would 
be great to bring full sets of industrial china into the store." Lenovitz 
says. "It's made for everyday use and lasts forever."

The dishes were such a hit that the couple asked several china 
manufacturers to reissue other forgotten patterns. A year later, 
Gaines and Lenovitz began creating their own. Today, new designs 
make up 50 percent of the stores' merchandise. “We don't want to be 
perceived as retro anymore," says Gaines. "We want to be thought of 
as having classic dinnerware you can build on.'

Fishs

Games and Lenovitz a lift

..G,

pet rocks
In China, pudding stones have long been symbols of fertility,

power, and strength. In Chicago, they’re rapidly becoming sta*

tus symbols. “At our opening, designers were pulling them from

each other’s hands,’’ says Betsy Nathan, who sells the stones

at Pagoda Red, her trendy Bucktown antiques showroom

(773-235-1188). The stones range In size

from 4 Inches to 4 feet and cost

$100 to $1,200. “They are sen

sual objects that peo

ple want to reach

out and

touch.’’
Manutaciuwd/MBrketed by bv

CL305A98R-A © 1998, Pfizer Inc tl.9. Fhiinnernttif nU



LAZY WORKING SOFA
DE'SIGNEU BY PHILIPPE STARCK.

CASSINA USA INC. 
155 EAST 56TH STREET 

NEW YORK, NY 10022
1.516.423.4560

1.800.770.3568

ARMCHAIR, OTTOMAN, AND SOFAS 

WITH OPTIONAL TABLES AND LAMPS.

MANOEACTURED BY CASSINA IN ITALY.



spring fever
d affodils can be dangerous. When 

making arrangements with them, 
remember that they exude a sap that 

shortens the life of other flowers in the 
same vase. It’s best to isolate daffodils in 

tepid water overnight (or for at least a 
few hours) to allow the sap to drain 

out. Then, using fresh water, you 
can mix them with other spring 

blooms. (Conventional wisdom 
dictates that these flowers prefer standing 

in shallow water.) Since daffodils tend to hang down, Renee 
Beaulieu, the editor of the Daffodil Mart catalogue 

(800-255-2852), suggests stabilizing them with a frog or floral 
foam (after poking holes in it with a pencil). She also suggests 
vases that have an oblong opening, which allows stems to 
knit together, holding them upright.

1
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CHARLOTTE'S WEB

In late winter, I can’t wait any longer. I 
have to speed up spring. If I'm out 
walking and see a shrub with plump 
buds that beg to be brought to bloom, 
sometimes I'll sneak a few branches 
inside, Forsythia's one of my favorites. 
(I also like quince and dogwood.) 
Forsythia grows profusely, so cutting 
a few branches won't hurt it.
First, I scrape off the last few inches 
of bark at the ends of the branches. I 
slit them, then totally submerge them 
in a bathtub of water at room temper
ature overnight. For the next few 
weeks I keep them welt misted and 
out of direct sunlight. Then, I start to 
give them lots of sun, mist them, and 
refill the vase witfi warm water daily. In 
just a few days, huge yellow sprays 
will fill my house. —charlotte m. frieze

%
— DEBORAH NEEDLEMAN

z

a new leaf o

As head of horticulture at White Flower Farm 
from 1990 to 1997, Steve Frowine trekked the 
world in search of new plants for the famous 
Connecticut nursery and mail-order catalogue. 
But he grew impatient with the development 
process; it took years to propagate enough stock 
to offer new plants in the catalogue.

In 1998 Frowine started the Great Plant Com- o
pany (800-441-9788; www.greatplants.com). Now 
he can indulge his passion for unusual specimens 
from specialty breeders and nurseries, since he 
unapologetically offers plants in limited quantities, 
and some only once. Highlights from this spring’s 
catalogue include season-extending
annuals from Kathy Pufahl, one

of the East Coast’s most respected wholesalers, and ‘Josee,’ a lilac 
that blooms three or four times a season. But hurry: orders from the 
spring catalogue won’t be accepted after May 1.

perfect partners
IT’S A FLORAL BLT—BUTTER LETTUCE AND TULIPS. When 
Robert Clark, an iconoclastic garden designer based in 
Oakland, CA, grew weary of pansies and petunias as the 
standard tulip underplanting, he began blending lettuces 
with his clients’ bulbs. “I started using parsley as an 
annual with cyclamen,” he says. “That’s what got me 
started, and everyone loved it.” His favorite combi
nation this season is the ‘Apricot Beauty’ 
tulip with red oak leaf, green oak leaf, and 
bright green butter lettuces. You don’t even have 
to plan ahead—you can buy lettuce plugs at the 
nursery and mix them right in.

46
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DOWN RIGHT Feather
Flurries, a silk sheer with
duck feathers, hangs
behind Debra Moises’s
coq-feather-and-tulle
stole. The fabric is from
Nuno, NYC. The stole.
$440, is from Neiman

^ Marcus. aOO-825-8000.

feather your nest
flock together, which might explain why in home design, as

, have taken flight as 
. These fine-feathered fabrics are just what you need to 

make your decor soar. Also this month, for an added lift, spring forward with
PRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD

in the fashion world, quills and plumes, from
the

PHOTOGRAPHED BY VICTOR SCHRAGER
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AS AN AMATEUR ORNITHOLOGIST, Antony Little, the design director for the London 
textiles firm Osborne & Little, wondered why he seldom saw feathers in fabric patterns. In 
his own country, he chalked it up to an old superstition about peacock feathers. But as a
CHOOSE A QUILL Clockwise from top left: Porthcurno In 
light blue, a hemp-and-silk blend from the Lamorna collection,
Osborne & Little. Feather Stripe in red, from Clarence House,
NYC. Porthcurno in light brown. Spread Your Wings, a silk 
jacquard from Gretchen Bellinger. Ruffle Your Feathers, here in

ebony, embroidered horsehair and cotton, from Brunschwig 
& Fils. New Feathers, $100/yard, a cotton-and-linen print, 
here in lake, pink/red, and celadon, from George Smith, NYC. 
877-226>4002. Courting Cranes, polyester and cotton, from 
Gretchen Bellinger. Background: New Feathers in chocolate.

50 HouseCr’Garden • April 1999





bird lover, he couldn’t resist taking design inspiration from the aviary: His latest collection, 
Lamorna, was inspired by the feathers he found on a beach on England’s Cornish coast. 
Little is not the only fabric designer currently in a fowl mood. Feathers are turning up in 
many of this season’s collections, from Gretchen Bellinger’s silks, which have names like 
Spread Your Wings and Courting Cranes, to Clarence House’s wallpaper with stylized images

Porthcurno pattern in light blue, top and middle, and light brown, 
in the background; and the Tintagel pattern, bottom, in green.

BEACHCOMBER Osborne & Little’s Lamorna collection was in
spired by a beach in Cornwall, England. The group Includes the

52 HousecyGarden • aPK 1 l 1999



BROWN JORDANI

FoIr a BROCHijRE OR SHOWROOM NEAR rOU, CALL 626-443-8971 EX' 221 OR FAX 626-575-0126 

BROWN JORDAN 9860'^GIDLEY STREET, EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA 91731



of quills. Some fabric designers are incorporating real feathers into their weaves. Nuno’s 
silk sheer, for instance, is “quilted” with duck feathers. “Feathers work in so many design 
situations,” says Brian Lawrence, a designer for Borderline, which recently brought out 
Cockade, a fabric partly inspired by the Prince of Wales’s trademark ostrich plumes. “You 
can use it in a country home, as well as for a sophisticated look.” The Lamorna collection
PERFECT PLUMAGE In the background: Uppark wallpaper 
in gray, blue, pink, and green, from Clarence House. Top and 
middle fabrics; Plume in red and green, from Travers.

Bottom left: Feather Leaf, shown here in tan, from a new 
collection by Grey Watkins, Ltd. Bottom right: Borderline’s 
Cockade in blue, available from Classic Revivals.

54 HousesyGardcn • ai’KIL 1999



toll-free number tor 

a copy of your 36-page 

Cenlurv Dream Book.
j

Dream Book full of ideas 

on how to furnish your home.

Bring your dreams to life 

with Century Furniture.

F U R N T U R E
S5^'

1-800-852-5552
www.centuryfurnilure.co ni

To TTie Thids



resembles a naturalist’s scrapbook, with painterly imagery of the feathers and eggs of ordi
nary birds such as seagulls and buzzards. “Their plumage is designed to camouflage,” Little 
says, “which I think is almost more beautiful than the brash coloring of tropical birds, 
designed to attract.” Recently introduced in the United States, Lamorna is already a big hit 
in Europe—for Little, certainly a feather in his cap.
BIRDHOUSE In the background: Feather Leaf, from Grey 
Watkins. From top; Grouse and Finch, from Stroheim & Romann;

Mimosa, from Borderline: and Porthcurno in light blue, 
from Osborne & Little. Sources, see back of book.
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what^ newsA jolt of color is just the thing for
r spring. Try these home accessories■li

1. WOOD YOU Rangoon wallpaper by Nina Campbell looks like
wood, and comes in terra-cotta, blue, and green, as well as several
other colors. Available through Osborne & Little, NYC.
2. COLOR BLOCK Susan Martin’s decorative pillows combine
eye-catching colors. Reflecting Pool square pillow, top, and Double
Rectangles, Susan Martin, NYC.
3. CRYSTAL VISION Carol Conner’s Sunflower sconce, $750,

is antiqued gold leaf with Swarovski crystals.
From Carver's Guild. 800-445-3464,

4. GLASS WORKS This fused glass bowl,
$295, by glass master Eric Roush, is part of

the Elements collection from Rosenthal.
800-804-8070.
5. DECO RATION End table in zebrawood
and ebony veneer, $2,950, from Bexley
Heath for John Widdicomb, inc., through
Beacon Hill. 800-954-7776.
6. GOLDEN GLOW Yellow is showing
up in the latest fabrics. From left: JAB's
Strie Satin in gold, through Stroheim &
Romann; Georgia Rose, from Ottilie

Stevenson, Ltd., London; and Starry Night
silk jacquard in sunspot, from Pollack &

Associates, NYC.
7. BLUE BY YOU Tanza wool rug in blue.
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We’re not a car company. Car companies make SUV’s 

you’re afraid to take off-road. SUV’s you’re ashamed to 

get dirty. SUV’s a chauffeur would appreciate. Compare 

them with the Isuzu Trooper. It has a terrain-sensing, 

Torque-on-Demand'*4-wheel drive system that can 

automatically sense rain, mud, snow, and ice. It has a 

215 horsepower V6. And unlike most other SUV’s, it has 

ABS brakes that work in 4-wheel drive. Which is just an 

obvious way of saying the Trooper is the kind of SUV a 

truck company thinks up. The kind of SUV a company 

thinks up when it doesn't waste time thinking about cars.

MNTS
800 726 2700 / www.gofarther.com
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DRIVEN by DESIGN
Go Farther with Isuzu A Special Invitation

A GEORGIA 
PAINTING

The Isuzu/House & GardenO'KEEFFE
W DRIVEN BY DESIGN 
RECEPTION

//
or one by Andrew Wyeth are 

not necessarily the only works of art celebrating the great 

American landscape. There's also the Isuzu Trooper, a vehicle

that celebrates 

the art of free

dom and the

at Marketplace Design Center, 
Philadelphia

Join House & Garden and some of 
Philadelphia's most noted and celebrated 
interior designers and architects for a special 

Driven By Design" afternoon reception - 
sponsored by Isuzu - taking place, this Spring, 
at Marketplace Design Center.

pure design of 

life. It's built 

specifically for 

people who 

live big lives 

who travel far 

and travel 

wide...people 

who like to 

commune with

nature but who like to bring a little bit of home with them 

when they get there. With a breakthrough traction system, an 

expansive interior, a powerful engine, and 80 years of truck

building history behind it, the Isuzu Trooper becomes one with 

the world around you, whether you're in the Yukon or simply 

downtown. The Trooper's patented terrain-sensing Torque-On- 

Demand® 4-wheel-drive system knows how much grip you 

have, and how much you need. It monitors each wheel, the 

brakes, and throttle to "predict" slippage and correct it 

before it starts whether you're in rain, mud, snow, or on 

dry-as-a-bone asphalt. The Trooper's energy-absorbing body, 

steel-door beams, dual air bags, and ladder-frame chassis, 

split-rear seats and split-rear doors are just a few of the inno

vative design elements that make it as functional as it is luxu

rious. The reason? Life is big. Your ride through it should be 

designed to be just as big.

w

While at the Design Center, browse and shop 
over 40 Design Center showrooms that will be 
hosting their annual - Spring Clearance Sale.

And don't miss our special "Driven by Design 
Isuzu test-drive program taking place outside 
the Design Center. Just for test driving an Isuzu 
Trooper, you will automatically be entered to 
win a "Driven By Design" prize package.

//

Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets, Pebbles Orchard (Grange room setting)

Date; April 24,1999 
Place: Marketplace Design Center 

2400 Marketplace Drive 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Go farther.

To test-drive a Trooper, visit your local Isuzu dealer and ask 
about its 24-hour Roadside Assistance program. For more information, call 212.880.4738



precisely

Imprecise

Perfectly

Imperfect...

You car) see these, and over 300
more Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets at 
the following dealers:

Costa Mesa, CA / 714.549.1442
THE SHOWPLACE SOUTH

CARPETS(To The Trade Only)

Los Angeles, CA / 310.859.6333 
DECOIIATiVE CARPETS, INC.

San Diego, CA / 619.536.9118 
OLfTRACEOUS RUGS

San Francisco, CA / 415.626.1005
FLOOflDESlGNS, INC, 
(To The Trade Only)

Tahoe ON, CA / 530.581,5717 
RUBICON COLLECTION

Washington, DC / 202.872.9860 
CLASSIC FLOOR DESIGNS

Washington, DC / 202.646.1300 
DESIGN CENTER CARPETS, INC

Boca Itaton, FL / 561.999.9676
)UST RUGS

Miami, FL / 305.576.5500 
CARPET CREATIONS, INC.

Naples, FL/941.643.5020 
CARPET DESIGNS, INC

N. Palm Beach, FL / 561.622.6333 
CRYST.^L TREE CARPET & FLOORING

Sarasota, FL / 941.921.1900 
RUGS AS ART, INC.

Chicatio, IL / 312.670.2370 
ORIENTAL RUGS INTERNATIONAL

Kansa:. Oty Area, KS/ 913.362.2006 
MUNDY & YAZDI ORIENTAL RUGS

Winchester, MA / 781.729.5566 
KOKO BOODAKIAN & SONS, INC

Durham, NC / 919.489.8362 
THE PERSIAN CARPET, INC.

Nashua, NH / 603.882.5604 
PERSIAN RUG GALLERIES, INC.

Summit, N) / 908.273.7847 
).K. BEDROSIAN'S

Bedford Hills, NY / 914.666.0227
THE C,<M1AVAN CONNECTION, INC.

New York, NY / 212.705.2262 
BLOOMINCDALE'S

Philadelphia, PA / 215.557.7990 
MARC PHILLIPS DECORATIVE RUGS

Memphis, TN / 901.276.5475 
ALANS ORIENTAL RUGS

Houston, TX / 713.961.4665 
EMMIT PERRY, & CO.

Seattle, WA / 206.762.0323 
M.C. WHITNEY & CO.

All room designs from French Designer Showhouse:
Arak moss: Ssrdln Palonu
ChcclierboanI flixr Nancy Corzine
Donegal Branches umber earth; Odile de Schietere

®Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets protects all Of te origi
nal designs with US and International copyrights.

and therein lies

For a free brochure and the 
dealer nearest you call: 
1-800-581.9266 Dept. 116 Donegal Sranchee umber eertti



Schumacher

Classic Design

FABRICS, TRIMMINGS, WALLPAPERS, CARPETS & FURNISHINGS. FOR AN INTERIOR DESIGNER IN YOUR AREA CALL 1-800-332-3384.



FAMit Adwarf
longcase clock is often
called a grandmother.
Comitti of London’s arched-
top mahogany model,
$7,350, is from Scully &
Scully. 800-223-3717.

Isn’t it time you rewarded yourself with a clock that’s not only accurate 

but gorgeous, a treat for eye and ear? There are antiques, usually from England, 
Scotland, or America, and contemporary ones in every conceivable style. 
Like fine furniture, a tall case clock is built to last. And oh, those chimes!

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DAVID SAWYERWRITTEN BY GEORGIA DZURICA

PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER
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T
ime flies. Hasten
ing toward the 
year 2000, we’re 
more pressured by 
deadlines, sched

ules, commutes, and appointments 
than ever before. How, then, do 
we make the most of our time—or 
at least make time more beautiful?

Since the fourteenth century, 
we have conducted our affairs 
with the help of various mechan
ical clocks. The longcase clock, 
also known as a tall or hall clock, 
originated in England (though 
designed by a Dutchman) in 1658.
In the i88os a popular American 
song gave it a long-standing nick
name, “grandfather.” No other 
clock lends s\xch solidity, comfort, 
and grace to our frantic lives,

Part of the clock’s charm lies in 
its outward appearance. Charm, 
however, was not the intent of 
clockmakers in the past. Their 
instruments did double duty as 
calendars: phases of the moon, 
and sometimes the tides, indic
ated on the clock faces helped 
farmers plan their labors according to 
the lunar cycle.

The interior is a model of scientific 
simplicity. Agrandfather clock works by 
gravity: iron weights suspended from 
cables or chains drop to the bottom of

.r

the clock as the cable or chain unwinds is attached to a crescent-shaped yoke, or 
from a drum. The drum is connected to pallet fork, with a hook on each end 
a main wheel that turns a center wheel, 
which in turn meshes with another.

that engages the teeth of an escape 
wheel. The pallet fork tilts left and 

The pendulum keeps a weight from right, and the pendulum swings. As it 
falling too fast. The top of the pendulum does, the escape wheel advances one

What to Watch for in Antiques
Most antique grandfather clocks in 
this country are English or Scottish. 
American clocks are of more 
recent make, but rarer, and can cost 
one and a half times more.

Though there were many prominent 
American clockmakers, cabinetmakers 
who doubled as undertakers often 
made clock cases on assignment 
from clockmakers. By the 1850s, 
tall case clocks were mass-produced 
for the middle class and frequently 
had wooden works. If you locate 
an antique clock and are thinking 
about buying it, you should consider 
several things:
> Do the works belong to the case or 
were they "married" later? Usually it 
takes an expert to tell if the platform to 
which the works are mounted was

added later. There may be holes in the 
case that don’t match up with ones in 
the saddleboard, or marks made by the 
original pendulum that don’t conform 
to the position of the current one.
► Has the case been reduced? Only an 
expert can tell. To accommodate 
houses with low ceilings, people some
times cut off the top or bottom of a 
clock, or even took six inches out of 
the middle. A serious alteration like this 
can drastically lower a clock’s value.
► Is the case warped or the veneer 
chipped? If the case is painted.
the condition of the paint is important.
► Does the door fit properly? Its glass 
should be original, even if it is cracked. 
^Make sure the hands are original.
► Check for broken or replaced fretwork 
or finials, and for missing or replaced feet.

TC> The face of an American 
mahogany clock, circa 1800, at the 
Morris-Jumel Mansion, NYC, 212-923-8008, 
tells the phases of the moon and tides.
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tooth at a time, slowing the wheels that 
turn the hands of the clock so that they 
indicate the right time. The clock, 
which typically requires winding every 
eight days, can be accurate to one 
minute per month. It should make a 
steady sound; an uneven tick-TOCK 
indicates an adjustment is needed.

Grandfather clocks are large: they 
stand as much as io8 inches high, and 
weigh, on average, 150 pounds. Buying 
one is “like going out to buy a well- 
made car or a piece of furniture,” says 
Mark Siciliano, advertising manager for 
Howard Miller, one of the world’s lead
ing manufacturers of grandfather clocks.

in Zeeland, Michigan. “It’s an heirloom 
piece. It should last for generations.”

It also beats any car for tune-ups. 
You’ll need to have it professionally 
cleaned and oiled only occasionally 
(once a year to once every ten years, 
depending on which expert you ask), or 
whenever it begins to lose time or stops 
chiming. Other than that, just make 
sure your clock is level, keep it out of 
direct sunlight, and buff the case with 
any fine furniture poUsh.

“Parents are giving them to children 
as wedding presents,” says Peter Biggiani, 
a partner in Guidolume Clock Center, 
in East Hanover, New Jersey, considered

the country’s largest clock shop. And in 
the past couple of years, there has been 
high traffic from young people who are 
first-time home buyers.

‘A floor clock gives a home personal
ity,” says Jeff Pulver, product development 
manager at Sligh Furniture Company, in 
Holland, Michigan, which, along with 
Howard Miller and the Ridgeway 
Clocks division of Pulaski Furniture 
Corporation in Pulaski, Virginia, domi
nates the grandfather-clock market.

If you’re in the market for a grand
father clock, experts suggest that you base 
your buying decision on price, furniture 
style, wood preference, and chimes.

“Baby boomers think they can’t afford 
a grandfather clock until they’re ready to 

says Siciliano. “But that’s not 
true.” Clocks can cost from S700 to 
$30,000, but many are in the $1,200 to 
$1,500 range (which may include delivery 
and setup by a professional). “Eighty per
cent of the cost of a grandfather clock is 

the cabinetry,” says Guido Boretti, 
the other partner in Guidolume. 
“The same movement that’s in a 
Ridgeway can be in a Howard 
Miller or a Sligh,” Biggiani adds. “It’s 
still the furniture that sells a clock.”

iYou’d rather see something that’s hurt, or
retire

with than a replacement
DEAN LEVY, Bernard & S. Dean Levy, Inc.

I
f God is in the details, so is 
cost. “That $1,399 clock, 
the day that you buy it, you 

can’t get $500 for it. But if you 
buy a $3,000 clock, five years 
later, it’s worth one-third more,” 
Boretti says.

Look for beveled glass and 
book-matched woods, in which 
veneer is cut down the center, 
resulting in sections that line up 
perfectly, as in an open book. Ask 
how many hand-rubbed finishes it 
has (preferably two).

The more expensive dials are

FRONT AND CENTER From left: 
Sligh reproduction Thomas 
Harland floor clock, $7,965, from 
E. J. Audi. Bombe Silhouette 
floor clock, $2,699, from 
Ethan Allen. 800-228-9229. 
Wilkinson Ambassador Collection 
hardwood clock, $3,685, from 
Howard Miller, Zeeland, Mt. 
616-772-7277. Stickley Mission 
Oak tall clock, from E. J. Audi.
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Pieces of Time
CASE
The cabinet that houses the works of a 
clock.
ESG.APEMENT
The mechanism—including the pendulum 
and the escape wheel—that allows the 
weights to fall at a prescribed rate.
DL\L
Proper term for a clock’s face.
CHAPTERS
Numerals on the dial.
BONNET
The top of the case; holds the dial.
CROWN
The top of a clock.
C/\BLE-DRIVEN
A clock with weights that drop as a cable 
unwinds around a drum. It is rewound with 
a crank or key.
CIL-MN-WOUND
A clock whose weights drop as a chain 
unwinds around a drum. It is rewound with 
a chain.
BOOK-M.ATCHED
Symmetrically matched wood grain that 
gives the case a seamless appearance. 
SPLIT PEDIMENT 
A crown style divided into two scrolled 
elements, often with a finial in between. 
TL'BL'L.'^R BELLS 
Long, hollow chimes.
GR.-\NDMOTHER CLOC'K
Informal name for a dwarf longcase clock,
which ticks at least twice a second.

(The more you spend, the
tone, the works, and the cabinet

—GUIDO BORETTl, Guidolume
etched all the way through the face, 
rather than printed. Numerals, or chap
ters, can be three-dimensional or printed, 
solid brass or brass-finished, traditional 
Roman or Arabic. On some moon-phase 
dials, stars in the constellations are cut 
out and illuminated from behind,

The shell, the covering on the iron 
weights, can be solid brass or plated alu
minum. The pendulum may be twisted or 
straight; a lyre pendulum design indicates 
higher quality Pendulum bobs can be 
etched or have an etched brass overlay.

randfather clocks are made of 
solid hardwoods. “The best 
are mahogany, with various 

types of inlays,” says Harold Sack, of 
New York’s Israel Sack, Inc., which deals 
in antique clocks. Cases of mahogany,

walnut, or cherry are considered top of recall the simple, sturdy, honest design 
the line, but they also come in maple, of the Arts and Crafts movement,
poplar, olive, ash burl, padouk, makore, Stickley offers an Adirondack black-
madrone burl, and ebony- cherry clock that reflects the design 

Among new clocks, there are tradi- influence of Charles Rennie Mackin- 
tional models reminiscent of those made tosh, who popularized Arts and Crafts
by eighteenth-century European crafts- in Scotland. The Ernest Hemingway 
men or nineteenth-century American Foundation has licensed two Ridgeway 
artisans. There are contemporary clocks grandfather clocks, in cherry and in 
that combine elegant, straight lines with cherry mixed with mahogany, that 
dials that appear to float, and cases that express the author’s rugged and casually 
are updated with modem, casual finishes, sophisticated lifestyle. They retail for 

“We’re making things that didn’t even $2,400 to $3,300. 
exist three years ago, to accommodate 
furniture tastes in the marketplace,”
Siciliano says. ‘We have distressed wood, 
low-sheen finishes, flat tops—stuff that manager for Ridgeway, explains. “The/re 
looks like Pottery Barn.”

Several manufacturers have gone 
retro with Mission oak clocks that

There are even grandfather clocks with 
quartz movements. “Those are starter 
clocks,” Fred P Hutton III, national salesG not true grandfather clocks, though 
they do fall into the category.” Today 
only three companies—Urges, Hermle,
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ARKANSAS

Chiming InTHE VILLA

HOT SPRINGS

Until the nineteenth century, tall case 
clocks had a bell strike, which sounded 
like a ship’s bell, instead of chimes. 
Chimes are solid rods that are struck by 
a hammer. In the early twentieth century, 
some clocks were made with tubular 
bells, hollow chimes that produce a very 
resonant sound. “A lot of the new clocks 
just have rods, Tubes are too expensive,” 
says Thomas J. Bartels, executive 
director of the National Association of 
Watch and Clock Collectors, in Columbia, 
Pennsylvania. Still, there’s a wide array 
of chimes and options such as volume 
adjustment and nighttime silencers. 
We«tinliister The most popular 
chimes. Their ‘lune” is associated with the 
Victoria Clock Tower in the House 
of Parliament in London and based 
on an aria from Handel's Messiah. 
A\T:ilttington From the church 
of St. Mary-le-Bow in London. The 
sound motivated Dick Whittington 
to seek his fortune there, where he 
became Lord Mayor.
Wlnchiester Also English 
in origin, they date from 1093, in 
Winchester Cathedral,
Si. First heard in
the steeple of St. Michael’s Church 
in Charleston, South Carolina, 
during the American Revolution. 
Triple ClvimeH A common 
package that is usually comprised 
of Westminster, Whittington, and 
St. Michael's. Some Howard Miller 
clocks offer Westminster along with 
“Ave Maria” and ‘‘Ode to Joy" or 
"Fur Elise” and ‘'Greensleeves.”

CALIFORNIA

PEACOCK ALLEY

LOS ANGELES

BIRDCAGE

SOLANA BEACH

BRENNAN’S CALIFORNIA HOME

DANVILLE/ORINDA

REVERIE LINENS

SANTA ROSA

ILLINOIS

THE RUGGERI GALLERY

CHICAGO

LOUISIANA

BELLA LUNA AT HEYMANN’S 

LAFAYETTE

MISSISSIPPI

RAY’S

JACKSON

MISSOURI

SALLIE

ST. LOUIS

NEBRASKA

THE LINEN GALLERY 

OMAHA

NEW MEXICO

ONORATO
SANTA FE

and Kieninger, all in Germany—make 
fine brass movements for grandfather 
clocks. In 1994 Howard Miller bought 
Kieninger and is now the only grand- 
father clock company that manufac
tures its own works.

Although a grandfather clock is not a 
piano, construction does affect the 
sound. ‘!Athicker back panel gives a bet
ter sound,” says Pulver. The size of the 
case, the length of the chime rods, and 
the size of the echo box to which the 
chimes are mounted at the back of the 
clock also determine either pitch or res
onance. Different woods affect pitch in 
different ways; so can glass or screens on 
the sides of a dock or a mirror at the back.

Try out chimes when you’re in the 
store, keeping in mind that they won’t 
sound exactly the same in your foyer. 
Remember, too, that you’re going to be 
listening to them for a long time.

Some families make winding the clock 
a ritual. It’s not likely that anyone buys a 
grandfather dock to tell time. But it may 
be another way to mark time, delineat
ing the seasons in the life of your family 
with a beat as regular and reliable as 
your love. And it may keep going long 
after your own time is up.

NEW YORK

GRACIOUS HOME

NEW YORK

PEACOCK ALLEY

NEW YORK

SOUTH CAROLINA

PALMETTO LINEN

HILTON HEAD

TEXAS

PEACOCK ALLEY

DALLAS
GEORGIA DZURICA « a writer who lives 
inAtlanta.

PCTuneD R18HT owoHo ooiltSd. KtNsitgoTON flohal. hotel sheet
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCCXjtN MAYO
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BLOOM WHERE YOU ARE PLANTED. 

IT’S ALL ABOUT 

CULTIVATING THE BED.
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Gathering Mosses
CliristirLe Cook makes what stie calls “mossaics,” intricate gardens 

woven from the rich textures and varied hues of her favorite plants

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

HE MAY just be the great
est Musci-culturist of all 
time. In plain English: 
Christine Cook grows 
mosses. She grows them 

in sheets and cushions and tufted 
patchworks, in woodlands and mead
ows, on rocks and sunny barrens. 
Matching the species to the site, she 
creates miniature but lush contempla
tive gardens that are practical and yet 
irresistibly seductive. Ask Sara Stein.

Stein is a high priestess of eco- 
gardening and the author of its princi
pal manifesto, Noah’s Garden. In this 
best-selling call for a new kind of sub
urb, Stein glories in her alienation from 
gardening and insists that gardeners 
dedicate their personal plantings to nur
turing the greatest possible diversity of 
wildlife. Stein envisions the suburbs as a 
sort of subdivided Serengeti. Which is 
why she seems delighted but also almost

apologetic about the moss garden that 
Christine Cook has created for her.

The garden, a roughly circular area 
about 20 feet across, is, quite simply mag
ical. You cannot see it without wanting to 
lie down and roll in it, stroke it, sit in it 
and soak up the soft greenness. And it 
takes no more care than a weeding in 
spring and another in summer. But does 
this garden serve any purpose? This is an 
issue that doesn’t trouble Cook, who’s a 
great admirer of Stein but also a lover of 
moss for moss’s sake. Cook, after all, is an 
artist. She earned her living as a fabric 
and graphic designer until eight or nine 
years ago, when she decided to enroll in 
three certificate programs in horticul
ture at the New York Botanical Garden.

Cook struggled to find a niche in her 
new field; she soon realized that she was 
not a rosarian or an arborist and fit none 
of the conventional categories. Finally, 
close to despair, she took a walk one win
ter day over her own four acres in Easton, 
Connecticut. Staring despondently at the 
ground, she spied a patch of shimmering 
green, a dramatic point of relief amid the 
seasonal drear. She knew immediately 
that mosses must be her medium.

Cook had seen moss gardens during 
visits to temple gardens in Japan. But she 
foimd they gave her little guidance in her 
quest to create a native American version. 
She rounded up enough people to fill a 
class at the New York Botanical Garden 
in cryptogamic botany, but soon learned 
that the botanists had no idea how to 
grow the plants they studied. She then 
interned at a Pennsylvania garden, part of 
whose lawn had been converted to moss- 
sward, but discovered that gardeners had

ALL-TERRAIN Let/cobryum g/aucum and 
Piagiomnlum cuspidatum dominate an 
area of the “mossaic,” left, while a group 
of mosses creates a landscape, right.
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T
Easy Care Decking’" is constantlyrex

raising the bar and altering the way
homeowners chink about their decks.

Trex Company has developed a splinter-free
decking lumber that combines weather-resis
tance with long-lasting good looks. No need to
apply protective sealants with a Trex deck.
And since it’s made with reclaimed plastic and
wood, it’s a sound environmental choice. Trex
decking features the high-performance advan
tages of both plastic and wood. It resists
moisture, insects, and UV rays while providing
excellent traction and workability. We salute
Trex® Easy Care Decking"" for providing us
with a solution to age-old deck problems.

Trex decking’s rich colors are beautiful on their
yet the decking readily accepts paint andown,

stain. It perfecdy accents any home exterior. Its
unique ability to resist rotting, cracking, and
splintering makes yourTrex deck functional as
well as beautiful.

Trex. Trex (scyiized) and Easy Care Decking are either fcderaily
registered trademarks, trademarks or trade dress ofTrex Company.
LLC. Wlnclrester, VA.

Ea^ Care Deddng"

Photos: Top, Santa Clara, CA; Bottom, Chantilly VA



Think Outside The Rectangle.

Its amazing what you can dream up when you’re not busy sealing or staining. Trex*Easy Care Decking'." For a book full!



f inspiration, call 1-800-BUY-TREX ext.334 or visit www.trex.com,r



Special Advertising Section

Getting
Grilled

Win a barbecue party — 
in your backyard, courtesy of 
Trex®Easy Care Decking.™
Just tell us why Trex®Easy Care Decking™ 
would enhance your outdoor lifestyle, 
in 50 words or less, and your response 
will be entered into a Grand Prize 
Sweepstakes. One winner - chosen via 
random drawing — will be awarded an 
“All Decked Out” barbecue party, in your 
own backyard, for you and nine 
of your closest friends. The special prize 
package will include a catered barbecue 
for ten, flowers for your table, and 
invitations to the grand event.

Contesc Rules and Regulations: No purchase necessary. Open to anyone 

except Cond^ Na-st and Trex Company employees and their families.

Void where prohibited by law. Entrants must be 21 years of age or older 

and legal residents of the U.S. Entries must be received no later than July 1, 

1999. Please provide entries on an 8’/2" x 11" piece of paper. Name, 

address, and daytime telephone number must be provided on each entry. 

Only one entry form per person. Mechanically produced entries are not 

acceptable. All correct entries will be entered in a random drawing. House 

dr Garden is not responsible for lost, late, or misdirected entry forms. 

Winner will be notified by mail after July 1, 1999. Approximate retail value 

is $1,000.00. For a complete set of rules and regulations, write to House & 

Garden at the address listed.

a
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Photos: Top, Michigan; Bottom, Toronto Boardwalk

Send your responses to: 
Pamela Madden 
House & Garden 
342 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10017



NEVER BEFORE HAS FINE POTTERY BEEN TAKEN SO LIGHTLY.
Ready to see your entranceway, foyer or backyard in a new light? Then look to American Designer Pottery. Only 90% lighter and 

virtually indistinguishable from terra cotta, you’ll never again worry about the chipping, crackmg, fading or leaking associated with 

traditional terra cotta. And whether you choose to decorate with our traditional fashion planters
A N

or classical urns, you can be sure of making a dramatic statement - inside or outside. Beautiful. Q £

ww\v..imdcsiRnerportery.comFor more information, call 1-800-550-5761 and ask for Helen.
And don’t forget to ask for a FREE Decorating With Pottery idea booklet by the world-renowned expert in home decor, Leslie Linsley.



under the maple trees that rimmed the 
site. Before she could plant, however, she 
had to compose the setting. She created a 
topography, moving soil to create subtle 
swells and dips. Then she hinted at a path 
with the careful placement of a few flat 
stones. She admired the effect of the roots 
that spread out across the ground from 
the bases of the maples. So, after scraping 
back the earth to expose the roots already 
there, she collected more from trees that 
the Steins had grubbed out elsewhere. 
She worked these roots through the soil 
surface, creating what she calls a “calligra
phy” Then she punctuated the setting 
with a few lichen-encrusted boulders.

The presence oith.^ Atrichum suggested 
a community of woodland mosses, and 
from elsewhere on the Stein property and 
from her own property. Cook collected 
patches of a half-dozen more species, 
including Polytrichum commune, Leuco- 
bryum glaucum, Thuidium delkatulum, and 
Dicranum scoparium (mosses have been so 
generally ignored that most have no com
mon names). Cook then scratched up 
the top inch of soil, mixing it with water 
to work it into a slurry The patches of

moss were massaged into the mixture.
The newly planted moss was kept 

wet the first year by daily sprinklings. 
Once her moss had rooted in, however, 
Stein stopped all irrigation. She doesn’t 
approve of such an expenditure of 
resources. As a result, the Stein moss 
garden will wither during a drought. 
But the moss recovers with the return 
of the rains. Stein’s garden was one of 
Christine Cook’s first commissions, but 
it has since been followed by many oth
ers. Increasingly, Cook is inclined to 
create the conditions that foster moss 
and wait for natural colonization.

When Christine Cook talks mosses, a 
gardener realizes how much he has 
missed. She describes blue and burgundy 
and black mosses, and the moss called 
goblin’s gold that glows like a cat’s eyes in 
the dark. There is the Dawsonia of New 
Zealand that makes a carpet three feet 
deep, and mosses whose male and female 
plants exist only on different continents, 
separated millions of years ago by conti
nental drift. Could anyone, even the most 
committed nongardener, resist prodigies 
and romances such as these?

dlGit

no idea of the diversity of what they 
treated as indistinguishable green.

She went to “moss camp” in Maine, 
spending one week at the Eagle Iffill 
Wildlife Research Station observing the 
habitats and characteristics of the differ
ent native species, and she began to look 
closely at the mosses in her own back
yard. She noted which were the aggres
sive species and which were the shy ones, 
which preferred sunny sites and which 
hid in the shade. Gradually she learned to 
read a site well enough so that she knew 
which mosses wanted to grow there.

ESTORATiON OF wildlife habitat is 
another of Cook’s professional 
interests, and in 1994 she attended 

a workshop taught by Stein. Stein, in 
turn, was intrigued by Cook’s work, and 
in 1995 asked her to transform the pond- 
side spKDt Stein’s husband had been using 
as a tractor turnaround.

Cook was excited to find scraps of a 

woodland moss, Atrichum undulatum.

Machin

conservatories, 

hand made 

in England 

from the finest 

materials.

Call 1-800-922-0110

for your nearest 

design office, 

or send $10 for our 

color brochure.

A\ACi-iirsj

Amdega and Machin Conservatories, 
3515 Lakeshore Drive,

St. Joseph, Ml 49083

California I Connecticut I Georgia Illinois Michigan New Jersey Utah Canada



(BailowTyric)

Fine teakwood outdoor and leisure furniture, 
made with care and craftsmanship since 1920.

Ensuring a lifetime of satisfaction and enjoyment.

Manufactured from plantation grown teak.

Recipient of seven international design excellence awards.

Barlow Tyrie Inc.
1263 Glen Avenue Suite 230 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057-1139 USA

Tel: 1-800 451 7467 Fax: 609 273 9199 www.teak.com

Please call for your nearest showroom.

A subsidiary of Barlow Tyrie Ltd., Braintree England
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Veni, Vidi, Chi-chi
When in Rome, designer Kevin Walz did what no one else had 

tried: decorating whole apartments with Corian

BY LYGEIA GRACE

t’s hard to knock a program 
that sends artists, designers, and 
scholars to work in Italy with all 
expenses paid. But if designer 
Kevin Walz had one criticism of 

the year he spent at the American Acad
emy in Rome with his daughters, it was 
the lack of convenient family housing. 
“They provide apartments, but theywere 
a bit far away from the Academy’s 
compound,” he recalls. “It made it harder 
to participate in events.” The Academy 
must have been listening. In 1997 it 
began to convert the nearby Villa Chiara- 
viglio into a residence for families. Walz 
was chosen to oversee the design.

Because the budget was limited, Walz 
asked manufacturers to donate building

materials. Having recently completed 
a line of Baldinger lighting fixtures made 
of Corian—a solid acrylic surfacing 
material—he turned to DuPont for help. 
“Everybody knows Corian as counter- 
tops,” he explains. “I wanted to show 
that it can do acrobatics.”

Seven sunny flats are the result ofWalz’s 
imagination and ingenuity. Using an old 
pizza oven in a Rome carpentry shop, 
Walz molded Corian into wainscot
ing, shower walls, and vanity sinks. He 
trimmed cabinets and closet doors—also 
made of molded Corian-with mahogany

Leftover bits were embedded in concrete 
to create mosaic strips in bathroom floors.

Despite the high-tech material, Walz 
preserved an old-world air in each unit. 
Corian kitchen sinks were made flat- 
bottomed and long, like those in the 
Italian countryside. A dish rack of the 
same material hangs over each, a twist 
on European tradition. Most of the 
furniture was salvaged from the Acad
emy's basement; lighting was donated by 
Baldinger. “The apartments have one 
foot in America and the other in Italy,” 
says the designer, who is working on 
a rug collection for Tufenkian. “I didn’t 
want visiting fellows to feel like they 
were in the States. I wanted them to 
celebrate the difference.

I

MAG(C MATERIAL Walz used Corian for 
everything from cupboards in the kitchen 
to a vanity and sink in the bedroom.
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The spring crop of books includes volumes on two of the 

Netherlands’s best exports, tulips and painter Pieter de^ Hooch

BY CATHLEEN MEDWICK

an exhibition through June 6 at New 
York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
logs in everything from busty tanagras 
(vases in the form of women) to 
bullfights held in the arenas of 
painted platters. Essays by Picasso’s

I
son Claude and grandson Bernard 

Ruiz-Picasso complement the earthy 
intimacy of the works.

THE AMERICAN LAWN (Princeton 
Architectural Press, S34.95), edited by 
Georges Teyssot. Turf wars rage in 
this fascinating collection of essays, 
which demonstrates how one

HAT IS spnng I 
if not a pristine I 
canvas, a blank I 

page, an expanse 
of verdant lawn? 

The season begins without precon
ceptions, with books that coax fresh 
ideas from well-tested soil.
PICASSO: PAINTER AND SCULPTOR IN 
CLAY (Abrams, S60), edited by Marilyn 
McCully. Picasso never dabbled; if he 
made one witty, expressive ceramic 
plate or jug, he made thousands—so it’s 
hard to fathom why the totality of his 
painted and sculpted work in clay 
hasn’t been scrutinized until now. This 
important book, which coincides with

tViy

5

I
aCLAY AND GRASS Ceramics by 

Picasso, top, and turf wars, left.
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The dream. The inspiration. The unwillingness to compromise.

We understand what youTe going through.

It was the same for us when we created the very first professional-style kitchen.

restaurant chef could create, you could create. Anything, 

Now, that pleasure of cooking stretches to every 

corner of the full Viking kitchen. Making it the perfect 

choice for your home. And, more than likely, your 

favorite room in the house.

The perfect kitchen. Like you, we searched and 

searched. Until we realized the best available wasn't

good enough. So we designed it ourselves.

With the first Viking range, the entire commercial- 

style category was born. And, suddenly, anything any
VIKIM,

Viking Range Corporation • 1-888-845-4641 • www.vikingrange.com



GEVALIA KAFFE

YOUR PLEASURE WILL
)

BE G E VA L I A*.

IM^Oirl EKClUSIVfMFNI Mt CtVAllA KAFFE. 01998 GEVALIA KAFFE

AVAILABLE IN THE U.S. ONLY BY EXPRESS HOME DELIVERY. CALL 1-800-GEVALIA.

From its enticing aroma to its smooth, rich 
Flavor, one sip wifi tell you Gevalia* Kaffe is 
o coffee unlike ony vou've ever tasted.

With a heritage tnat dates back to a small 
port in Gdvie, Sweden before the turn of the 
century, Gevalia* Kaffe is masterfully roasted 
and blended in Europe. We then vacuum seal

each coffee in golden-foil pouches to help 
preserve freshness, and ship them direct to 
your door,

Call to order Gevalia* Koffe todoy. With 
over 22 delicious varieties to choose from, 
we're sure to sotisfy your passion for the perfect 
cup of coffee.

YOU CAN ALSO ORDER AT WWW.GEVALIA.COM
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Custom
^ » CABINETRY WELL

Within
-YOUR
Reach

Purity of line 

bringing life into balance.

Perfection is the luxury of 

having exactly what you want.

Especially when there is 

no reason to compromise.

Harmonious refrigerator and 
dishwasher panels add to the sense of serenity.

Call US for
the name
of a dealer
showroom

near you.
800-447-9006

or check us out at 
WWW, homeport folio,comTh/s free-spirited 

island opens on both sides 

for easy assess and glides into 

position effortlessly. UIN
C V S T () M C A B I N K T k "I'

J\NCY
Shown on front: Maple cabinetry with Cloister doors 
feature Bird's-eye maple inset panels on wall cabinets 
and black enamel accent moulding.998 Plain & Fancy Custom Cabinetry



Krei ss

L’ KreLsii Colleaion ly.

FURNITURE

For more information or lo order our 68-page collection folio, please call 1-800-KREISS 1 

To receive our luxury bed-linens brochure call 1-888-LlNEN 44

Atlanta Chicago Coral Gables Dallas Denver Houston baguna Niguel La Jolla Las Vegas Los Angeles 

New York Palm Desert San Fnitieisco Saudi Arabia Scottsdale Seattle



• 1*JW welkins

Need some tranquil, relaxing time together? A Hot Spring^'''’’ spa is always ready to provide soothing 

comfort with its wide variety of exclusive jets. Set-up and operation are surprisingly simple. 

P To find out how you can enjoy the world’s number one 
^ selling brand of portable spas, call 877-235-5188 or visit 

www.hotspring.com for a free brochure and the dealer nearest you.

^ HotSpring
^5^ Portable Spas

Built for a lifetime of relaxation;

For iniemaiion^ inquiries: 760-9J6-1981.
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person’s clean-shaven field of suburban 
dreams is another’s nightmare of creep
ing conformity. The history and poli
tics of lawn care (grow it or mow it) 
shed light on broader cultural prefer
ences; a series of 3-D photos (a special 
viewer is provided at the back of the 
book) documents neighbors’ withering 
legal disputes.

PIETER DE HOOCH 1629-1684 (Yale, 
S45), by Peter C. Sutton. Think of him as 
the un-Vermeer. Though the work of 
this Dutch master may have influenced 
that of his younger contemporary, de 
Hooch chronicled bustling family life 
by painting children (unlike Vermeer, 
who left his own brood of ten outside 
the studio) and mothers, whose warmth 
seems to bathe them in golden light. De 
Hooch’s last works were flawed—he 
died in an insane asylum—and only now 
is this doyen of domesticity winning the 
accolades he deserves.

SITTING ON THE EDGE: MODERNIST 
DESIGN FROM THE COLLECTION OF 
MICHAEL & GABRIELLE BOYD (Rizzoll, 
$40). “Furniture,” writes Aaron Betsky, 
curator of architecture and design at the 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 
“is halfway between architecture and

the body”: a precarious position. The 
chairs—by Breuer, Saarinen, Prouve, 
and Neutra, among others—in the Boyds’ 
astutely assembled collection teeter on 
the abyss between idealism (form) and 
reality (function), where the adventurous 
Boyds feel most at home.

THE TULIP (Bloomsbury, $35), by Anna 
Pavord. Obsession is the better part of 
valor, to judge by the tulip growers 
and collectors whose stories of love and

loss decorate this verbally and visually 
ravishing book. Pavord traces “tulipoma- 
nia” from its Turkish beginnings (the 

word for tulip, lale, uses the same Arabic 
letters as the word for Allah) to its full 
flowering in Western Europe from the 
sixteenth century on. It’s easy to see why 
rare blooms with names like ‘Reine de 
Congo’ and ‘Louis XVI’ decimated the 
lives and bank accounts of those deter
mined to possess them at any cost.

AVERY BOARDIMAJV 
HEAD-BED

BULBS AND BULBOUSNESS Obsess
ing over tulips, below, and going gaga

over modem chairs, above.

SOFAS • SOFABEDS ♦ CHAIBS • OTTOMANS • CUSTOM BEDDING • DAVBEDS • HI-RISESS

AVERY BOARDMAN LTD / HEAD-BED • D&D 979 THIRD AVE., N.Y. N.Y. 10022
TEL.: 1.800.501.4SSO • 212.688.6611 OR 212.088.7123 • FAX: 212.838.9046

Style #B-157 Queen Size Sofabed. The only sofabed 
in the world to contain the “Steel Weave'"” mechanism. 
Available with a hilly reversible innerspring mattress.

1-800-501-4850 FOR THE NEAREST SHOWTiOOM

, AI1.ANTA, OA - BOKID.V, MA • Dai,I 
Philakri.i'kia, pa ■ San Phancibcu

IAS, TX • Dania. FT. • HnrKTiiN, TX • Lon Anuklkh, CA 
>, CA • 8EAT1T.K, WA • Tnov, MI • WAKlliNcnuN, DC

LliliARD .
Osgood• St. LiiriH • Fhan Ti’unbh • Chk'aoo • Minnkaimu.i - Rn'A Haiikri.a<'H

Paris : AT The AMiiniirAK Dehki) Center • Phone Oil 33 1 53 96 98 50
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A world of unexpected treasures is flowing from China s 

avant-garde to the New York gallery of Ethan Cohen

BY MELIK KAYLAN

the corner are, no doubt, artists. Many 
drop in as they pass through town from 
Beijing or Shanghai. As for the boxy- 
suited set, they’re sure to be museum 
officials from China’s mainland.

The art is definitely contemporary, yet 
distinctly Chinese. Strewn about arc 
squat wood blocks resembling idols or 
animals; the sculptures of Wang Keping, 
a leader of the seminal Star Stars group of 
artists, the first to break the Maoist spell, 
in 1979. A lot of the work on view is star
tlingly beautiful. Kong Bai-Ji’s variations 
on the traditional beatific Buddha cave 
portraits occupy that category. Li Quan 
Wu’s life-sized commissioned portraits 
are simply, sublimely masterpieces of the

dealer with gaie-force enthusiasm for 
the art and the artists.

His gallery, Ethan Cohen Fine Art, 
occupies a duplex in Tribeca. Though 
visits are by appointment only, the 
place feels as much like a salon as a 
gallery. This, one senses, is ground zero 
for a new chapter of art history. Here 
you might encounter curators from 
Australia, Switzerland, and Taiwan, or 
collectors from the Sackler or Roth
schild families. The black-clad figures in

N NEW YORK, March is the Ori
entalist month. A kind of treasure 
fever grips the town as priceless 
historic artifacts pour in from 
around the globe. This is the 

month of Asian sales at Sotheby’s and 
Christie’s, the International Asian Art 
Fair at the Seventh Regiment Armory, 
and a score of independent openings at 
high-end galleries. Hitherto, the excite
ment has centered on antiques. Recently, 
though, a crackling new market has 
emerged in the works of contemporary 
Chinese artists: post-Social/Realist art 
with a dynamism to rival anything in 
the West. Its foremost exponent, its 
midwife, is Ethan Cohen, a New York

I
CHINA IS NEAR Ethan Cohen in front 
of Gu Wenda’s inK on paper Mythos of Lost 
Dynasties. A part of Xu Bing’s magnificent 
Book from the Sky, at right.

i
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Cohen is riding a powerful wave. But, as 
he says, “I’ve fought too long with the 
art world’s prejudice that Chinese art is 
a thing of the past. I grew up knowing 
otherwise. Chinese culture has woken 
up, and the world is catching on. My job 
is to stay on the frontier.”

Hence Cohen’s interest in the risky 
and experimental, the pop-conceptual- 
performance side of Chinese art. 
Warhol-style Mao variations, such as 
Zhang Hongtu’s Quaker Oats boxes 
with Mao faces, inhabit gallery corners 
and tables. “You have to know a field 
well to take risks in it,” says Cohen, and 
his knowledge is unparalleled.

He lived all over the Far East as he was

dealerfe choice
genre. (His portrait of George Bush now 
hangs in the George Bush Presidential 
Conference Center in Texas.)

The gallery’s dominant visual key, 
though, is the velvety paper hanging 
everywhere. This paper is a medium for 
a kind of calligraphy that brings into 
focus the journey from tradition to 
avant-garde. Xu Bing, a 44-year-old from 
Beijing, creates long, fabric-Hke bolts of 
manuscript inscribed with imaginary 

Chinese characters. The work entitled A 
Book from the Sky becomes, in effect, an 
installation. In smaller pieces, his Chi
nese characters turn out on close

Make
your home 
feel more 

like your 
home.

r
'

" I
inspection to be English letters
spelling out the words of poems
by Robert Frost or W. B. "Veats.

HE SHANGHAINESE artist
Gu Wenda plays a compa
rable game with individual

pictograms often rendered giant
sized on large paper panels. Enti-

M-' tied My thos of Lost Dynasties, they
too depict a fictitious alphabet.Can a home express your 

needs, your personality, your 
spirit? All it takes is an open 
mind, a little imagination and 

this free inspirational booklet.
Use the form below, visit 

www.corian.com/info or call 
1-800-986-6444 ext. 104.

To subvert the genre further.

HIGH AND LOW Grass Scrfpt in 3-Dimen-
sion by Xing Fei, and Wang Keping’s
sculptures Tete and S, left. Quaker Oats
Mao by Zhang Hongtu, above.

Send to: DuPont Corian*, RO. Box 308, 

Mount Olive,-NJ, 07828 growing up. In 1984 he graduated from
Harvard in East Asian studies. His father.
Jerome Cohen, established the East Asian

Name.
Legal Studies Program at Harvard.
Ethan’s mother, Joan Lebold Cohen,Address.
wrote the seminal book The New Chinese

City. Painting 1949-1986. When he visited his 
parents while they were living in Beijing 
during the 1980s, Ethan says his mother 
“was determined to know what young 
Chinese artists were really doing. At some 
considerable risk, she’d go to meet the 
artists, sometimes dragging me along. So 
you see, I grew up in the cultural trenches.” 
Those years of pioneering are finally pay
ing off for Ethan Cohen. “For me,” he 
says, “the payoff is in continuing the 
quest. It’s an inherited gene, I guess.”fiL?

Wenda sometimes discards brush alto
gether and weaves characters from 
human hair. Cohen also shows paintings 
and calligraphy by C. C. Wang. Recog
nized worldwide as the father of Chi
nese modernism, at age 91 Wang is 
perhaps the biggest name in Cohen’s 
stable (and the oldest by far).

Gu Wenda and Xu Bing each had an 
entire room for their installations in 
last fall’s P.S. I show (now at San Fran
cisco MOMA and the Asian Art 
Museum until June i). In short, Ethan

State. -Zip.

Phone.

Are you: Q Remode/ing.’
I I Building a new home.’

How soon will you be starting your pro;ec£.’

d<3 months 

I I 4-6 months

Cl 7-12 months 
I I not sure

CORIAN
MELIK KAYLAN u a documentary filmmaker.
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George SmithHANDMADE FURN1TURE«FABRICS* WALLPAPER • HAND COLOURED LEA T H E R • KI LI M S

73 SPRING STREET NEW YORK NY 10012 Te/; ^212) 226-4747 fax; ^212) 226-4868

LOS ANGELES
142 N. ROBERTSON BLVD. LOS ANGELES CA 90048 Te/; (^310) 360-0880 Fax: (310) 560-1299 

For regional distributors please call (877) 226-4005 

WASHINGTON D.C.MIAMI
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http://www.georgesinith.com



Of the treasures at New York’s International Asian Art Pair, none 

is likely to be more prized than Gisele Croes’s Archaic bronze

BY AMY PAGE

bronzes represent the highest achieve
ment of Chinese art. “In the field of 
serious Chinese collecting,” says New 
York dealer Robert H. Ellsworth, “the 
range of what is considered important 
goes from early calligraphy, which the 
Chinese consider their finest art form, 
to Archaic jades and early bronzes.” 
Bronzes have been collected by the Chi
nese since at least the Tang dynasty (6i8 
to 906 A.D.), but they came to be appre
ciated in the West rather late. “For both 
the Chinese and the West,” Ellsworth 
adds, “they blow the mind with their 
staggering beauty, as well as the quality

with their owners. They were probably 
first made in the Shang dynasty (ca. 
1700 to 1050 B.c.) and have always been 
associated with power and status. 
“Possession of these important bronzes 
meant possession of the reality of 
power,” says Croes. She reminds us that 
even as recently as 1949, when Chiang 
Kai-Shek left China, “he took the 
bronzes with him, because they were 
the signs of the emperor’s power.” 

Many people believe that Archaic

CAN PROUDLY ANNOUNCE that I 
have found one of the greatest 
Archaic bronze vessels to come on 
the market in twenty years,” says 
Gis^e Croes, a Belgian dealer in 

Chinese art. The piece she refers to, called 
ayou, will be the star in her booth at the 
International Asian Art Fair in New 
York (March 25 to 30). The bronze dates 
from the Western Zhou period (1050 to 
771 B.c.) and is elaborately decorated 
vidth birds, serpents, masks, and dragons, 

Vessels such as this were used by the 
Chinese for ceremonial feasts honoring 
ancestors, and they were usually buried

I
PATINA IS ALL An Archaic bronze you 
from Belgian dealer Gisele Croes.
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•'Good design makes you feel al home in Ihc world.

Alexander Julian's new PaHerus Collection 
by I nirersal Fnrnitnre connerls the past 
with the future — the perfer.l fit for the

- A I.E \ A M) i: K JULIAN

lifestyles of today— and lomorrow. 
For a free brochure coil l-SOO- 
ext. 201. Featured: The Arj;yle Bed.
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m of the metal-casting, which is almost inconceivable when you 
consider that the great ones were made between 1400 b.c. 

and the twelfth century a.d. The earliest ones were all cast 
from molds, and the later by the lost-wax process.”

The shape is important in determining the value of an 
Archaic bronze. The rarest forms are the most prized, and 
among these a two-handled shallow basin used for water is so 
rare and so prized that Croes says she’s only had two in her 
career. Asked whether future excavations might yield more

i|*

1;

((The colors of bronzes are like 
fingerprints. Every one has its own 
identity it is a smooth 
almost shy patina that is most prized

—GISELE CROES
such treasures, Croes replies, “There may not have been that 
many made, and many were destroyed. Some that were 
buried have suffered bronze disease and have corroded. So 
they will never become commonplace.”

Because bronzes were buried in the earth, most have 
acquired a distinguished patina, which is of tremendous 
importance in determining their value. “A rare shape may 
have been buried in a place that is not conducive to wonder
ful patination, and it will thus have less value,” Ellsworth says. 
Recently, a group of bronzes were discovered in tombs that 
had been completely closed, so the bronzes looked as they 
did the day they were made. Museums will buy them, but col
lectors aren’t used to them yet. “Time has given the best 
pieces an extra bonus,” says Croes. “The colors of bronzes are 
like fingerprints. Every single one has its own identity. It is a 
smooth, almost shy patina that is most prized.”

There are always, of course, exceptions to any rule. Robert 
Ellsworth has a covered hu (a vessel for holding wine) that 
dates from the sixth to the fifth century b.c., which he may 
show at the fair. One third of the surface is totally unpatinated. 
“It looks like solid gold,” he says. “The rest of the vessel has 
areas of copperite, which is reddish brown, and other areas are 
soft green and dark lapis blue.” What makes the piece beauti
ful, in addition to the contrasts in color, is that it is cast all over 
with superb animal and bird designs.

Information on the sums such treasures fetch is almost as 
difficult to obtain as the bronzes themselves. While neither of 
the dealers quoted in this article would divulge the price of the 
vessels they are bringing to the Asian Art Fair, they indicated 
that high prices are no obstacle for serious collectors (think of 
sums in the seven figures). “I have plenty of buyers for my top 
material,” says Croes. “The only problem is to find it.'

f «

Sophisticated Continental and English 
themes combine to create a refined 
atmosphere for elegant dining. The 
supple curves of the European-inspired 

upholstered chairs and graceful turnings 
of the twin 18th century style table 
pedestals create beautihjl visual interest.

► The bantiuet site table expands with 

three center extensions to seat six to 
twelve guests in gracious comfort.

The impressive library style 
breakfronc china cabinet adds height 
and scale to the setting and showcases 
treasured heirlooms behind beveled | 
glass panes that are individually set 
in wood tnullion doors.

Guy Chaddock &. Company is dedicated to 
maintaining a tradition of excellence represented by 
distinctive styling, old wcjtld craftsmanship, and the 
unique hand-distressed finish chat is available in 
35 standard and premium colors. Each item is 
constructed to order, creating timeless heirloom 
quality httme furnishings to he treasured through 
the generations.

Guy Chaddock & Co.
CowntT)! French and English Antique Reproductions

Brochure to the Public • Catalog to the Trade 
(805) 395-5960 • Fax: (805) 395-5970 

2201 East Brundage Lane, Bakersfield, California 93307
Visit our website at www.guychaddock.com AMY PAGE is the former editor of Art & Auction.
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Known for her elegant wallpapers, designer Anya Larkin 

takes the floor with a new line of Tibetan rugs

BY LYGEIA GRACE

wages a child would earn. (In addition, 
the firm provides funds towards the 
child’s education.) Available through 
Pranich & Associates, the carpets cost 
between $75 and $95 per square foot.

Floor coverings are only another step 
in Larkin’s plan. A line of ceramic lamps, 
with shades made from her custom 
papers, is expected to debut this fall. A 
second, lower-priced line of wallpapers is 
also in the works. But Larkin’s latest chal
lenge lies closer to home. “When I 
started out, it was too much to have my 
papers hanging in my house after working 
with them all day,” she explains. “Now, 
with the rugs, lamps, and everything else, 
I am ready to decorate, The only problem 
is that it’s hard to choose from it all,”c&k5

houses decorated by John F. Saladino, 
and the QE2. Pier Boudhala carpets are 
sure to meet a similarly enthusiastic 
response. As with her wallcoverings, 
“color carries the design of the rugs,” says 
Larkin. “They are like color-field paint
ings—they can be used anywhere.” The 
carpets, with 80 knots per square inch, 
are made entirely by hand in Nepal, 
And, unlike other manufacturers in an 
industry rife with child labor, Larkin 
works with a company that employs 
no children and pays parents who keep 
their kids in school a bonus equal to the

NYA LARKIN IS a patient 
woman. For her first 
handmade wallpaper col
lection, she spent a year 
and a half looking for 

somebody who could make the oversized 
rice-paper rolls that give her designs their 
rich textures. Now, almost 20 years later, 
the same perfectionism has fueled the 
development of her luxurious new line 
of Tibetan carpets. “It took me three 
years to find a good workshop,” the for
mer fashion-textile designer recalls. “1 
was horrified by the stuff out there.” 

Both collections were worth the wait. 
Larkin’s gilded and hand-blocked papers 
now grace the walls of such high-profile 
interiors as London’s Mirabelle restaurant.

LET'S GET IT ANYA The coiors of Larkin’S 

carpets are inspired by antique rugs.
Her wallpapers, right, are hand-gilded.
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It looks like nov^ 
but it’s built like then.

Full-feshioned. Each piece is 
knit to size, not just cut-and- 

sewn. Produces a better 
fit, no lumpy seams. 

First done by home 
knitters. (Found 

L only in finer 
m sweaters, now.)

Ring spun yam. Cotton 
fibers are stretched during 
spinning, to produce > 
stronger, more lustrous 
yam. A time-tested ^ 
technique (dates 
back to the 
1840V.

Yarn is two-ply.
Each ply twists in T 
opposite direction.
So, one balances 
the other. A method 
used since Queen 
Victoria's day, for a 
smoother, loftier feel.

100% combed cotton.
y Tiny steel fingers comb out 

shorter fibers, dirt and 
such. Leaves cotton softer, 
stronger than merely 
carding it - a traditional, 
extra step often omitted
today.

And the biggest surprise is - our prices. 
They’re always honest and feir.

Our Drifter, for example, starts at only $34.50. 
And that, after all, 

may really be the most j 
old-fashioned thing 1
dhoux it, O 1999 Lands'End, Inc. 'I

hink fine craftwork is a thing of the past?
Weil, our Drifter’” just may change your 

mind. Oh, it’s contemporary, all right - a smart, 
classically styled cotton sweater that belongs in 
anybody’s wardrobe, man or woman.

But like most things in our catalog, it’s full of 
details and construction features you don’t find 
most places anymore.

For that matter, you don’t get our kind of service 
most places, either. Which you discover on your 
very first call.

You get a neighborly greeting. From someone 
who gladly answers your questions, and treats 
you like you’re our only customer.

T

s

If you’d like a free catalog call

1-800-388-4731
Or visit us at

WWW.landsend.com



Something to Crow About
A dedicated group of Tuscan growers are returning the wines 

of Chianti Classico to their former glory

BY JAY MclNERNEY

EMEMBER, 3 COUplc ofdcCadcS 
back, when competition from 
Japanese automakers forced 
Detroit to upgrade its own 
shabby and outdated prod

ucts? Something similar seems to have 
happened in recent years in Chianti.

So renowned were the wines of the 
Chianti hills between Florence and Sienna 
that in 1716 the Grand Duke ofTuscany, 
Cosimo the Third, decided to issue a 
proclamation restricting the use of the 
name and setting geographical bound
aries, thus creating Italy’s first officially 
designated wine region. By the 1960s, 
though, the name Chianti had become

more or less synonymous with “plonk.” 
The average Chianti was so lousy, and the 
regulations so outdated, that the more 
ambitious and conscientious producers 
turned their backs on the name. Hence 
was bom the so-called Super Tuscan move
ment: producers like Antinori, FonterutoH, 
Monsanto, and Montevertine threw out 
the rule book to create premium wines 
that could compete in the international 
marketplace. Some used nontraditional 
grapes like Cabernet Sauvignon, and some 
sought a higher expression of the native 
Sangiovese, the primary grape in the Chi
anti recipe. (Almost every wine maker in 
Tuscany claims to have made the first

SuperTuscan wine—a dispute I’ll avoid.)
The aristocratic and photogenic 

Mazzei family, which has owned the same 
Chianti Classico estate, Gastello di 
FonterutoH, since 1435, was among those 
who broke ranks with the Consortium of 
Chianti Classico producers by creating 
the SuperTuscan called Concerto in 1981. 
With the 1995 vintage, the family decided 
to return to its roots and focus its ener
gies on making Chianti Classico. 
(Classico is the region referred to in the 
Duke’s original proclamation, as opposed 
to the much larger area since designated 
Chianti.) In recent years, the Consortium 
of Chianti Classico, whose wine bottles
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Claude Dmson

^^ULTY transforms effortlessly from sofa
providing thorough comfort and support. And it 

functions beautifully as a chaise longue for two. Options include arms and pivoting side cables. The styling and quality 
construction illustrate why Ligne Rosec is renowned for offering Europe’s finest collection of sofa beds.

or vice versa

New to the collection, the Mulcy chair unfolds into a single bed.
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family inhabits also houses stocks of now sponsors extensive research into 
ancient vintages. The wine is now made Sangiovese clones, soil types, and vinifica-
in a stunning new Piero Sartogo- tion, in addition to promoting the wines, 
designed winery, which manages to seem 
monumental and modest at the same regular and riserva. The former is a 
time, set against a hillside near the town younger, simpler wine, usually aged and 
ofMonti. Another striking visual symbol released within a year of harvest. These 
of the innovation/tradition dialectic in wines are often very goodvalues,particu- 
Chianti is at the hilltop estate of Gastello larly in strong years like ’95 and ’96, and
di Volpaia, where huge, shiny stainless- especially in a spectacular year like ’97. 
steel fermenting tanks nearly reach to the Chianti Classico Riserva is made from 
ceiling of a deconsecrated thirteenth- 
century church. Volpaia turns out consis
tently strong Chianti Classicos.

While many of the old estates have 
undergone
small growers are also part of the Chianti 
renaissance. One of the best is Casaloste, 
which offered its first vintage in ’93.
Giovanni Battista d’Orsi and his wife,
Emilia, are refugees from Naples, where world. “There are some grapes that carry 
he studied agronomy and oenology Their their passports in their pockets and can 
modest ranch home sits in the middle of travel all over the world,” says Giovanni 
a 17-acre vineyard. The barrel-chested, Manetti, the handsome son of the pro- 
goateed Giovanni grows the grapes prietor of the renowned Fontodi estate, 
organically and makes the wine, while ex- “They can go anywhere. But Sangiovese is 
banker Emilia, looking very retro in cat’s- local.” Sangiovese doesn’t have the brute 
eye glasses, helps with sales. Their Chianti strength of Cabernet or the voluptuous- 
Classicos are stunning. The d’Orsis ness ofMerlot, but newvinification tech- 
chose to join the consortium, which niques have tamed the astringency and

acidity of the old straw-bottled stuff. Like 
burgundy, Chianti complements a far 
greater range of food than most wines 
made from those two slightly arrogant 
and cosmopolitan grapes.

uN(30ifeed

Chianti Classico comes in two grades:wear a band with a black rooster label 
around their necks, has revised its regula
tions to allow more flexibility for ambi
tious producers like Fonterutoli. “We 
experimented for awhile,” says Francesco 
Mazzei, stooping to examine wild boar 
tracks at the edge of a Cabernet vineyard. 
“It was a great thing. Now the idea is to 
make a Super Chianti Classico.” grapes ripe enough to attain at least 12.5 

percent alcohol and is aged for a mini
mum of 27 months. These wines are 
richer, fuller, and more age-worthy. Cur- 

rebirth, newcomers and rent regulations allow the addition of up
to 15 percent Cabernet or other red wine 
grapes, but Chianti remains based on 
Sangiovese, which seems to do better in 
the Tuscan hiUs than anywhere else in the

MONO THOSE WHO have kept 
the faith, even through the dark 
ages of the fifties and sixties, is 

the Stucchi Prinetti family, owners of 
Badia a Coltibuono, probably the most 
famous estate in Chianti. The high visi
bility of the estate, and of Chianti itself, 
owes much to the charismatic and cos
mopolitan Emanuela Stucchi Prinetti— 
who would be played by Anne Archer or 
Isabella Rossellini in Chianti: The Movie— 
while the improved quality of Badia wine 
is the work of her brother Roberto, who 
studied wine making in California and 
stUl has the ponytail and laid-back 
demeanor of a Berkeley hippie. The 
eleventh-century monastery that the

THE OENO FILE
•95 CAS^l'EULO DI FOTVTERUTOLl 
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA A 
blockbuster, from one of the oldest Chianti 
estates. Jammed with deep, cedary, black- 
cherry fruit Watch out, Sassicaia. One of the 
most powerful Tuscan wines of the vintage. $45 
•95 CASALOSTE CHIANTI 
CLASSICO Aromatic, fruity, and delicious. 
Are those cough drops 1 taste? Cloves? What
ever. So good it doesn’t need food. $18 
•96 BAI>L\ A COLTIBUONO 
ROBERTO STUCCHI CHIANTI 
CLASSICO This has muscle and beauty. 
The best ’961 have yet tasted. $18 
•96 FONTODI CHIANTI 
CLASSICO Another sprightly young 
Chianti, with a spicy nose and soft, ready-to- 
drink tannins. But no wimp. $19 
*96 CASTELLO DI VOLPAIA 
CHL\NT1 CLASSICO From one of 
the highest hilltop vineyards in Chianti, 
this elegant, young wine almost erases the 
memories of all those rough and rustic 
Chiantis of my youth. $17
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International Style architecture is cut down 

to size with a little period furniture

BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

UBLiSHED'm Housed Gar
den in 1938, this diminutive 
showpiace was built to 
promote the stylish new 
Rockefeller Apartments, 

an elegant and glassy residential com
plex in Manhattan, Spacious and sunny, 
the West Fifty-fourth Street buildings, 
overlooking the Museum of Modern 
Art’s sculpture garden, were some of the 
first and best examples of International 
Style in New York. At the time, though, 
affluent tenants were unfamiliar with

upholstery lumpy, and drapes hopelessly 
pud^. The culprit is gravity. At this scale, 
there is simply not enough gravitational 
pull for things to hang, fold, and settle 
down with grace and aplomb. Try as you 
will, the small world of miniatures has an 
irreducible, awkward, cartoonish quality.

But this gawkishness is what makes 
dollhouses reassuring. Like the princess 
in Disney’s 1937 Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs, the girlish woman in this picture 
seems to find comfort in a make-believe 
universe where little things lookbiilkycfe?

modernist decorating. To soothe their 
uneasiness, miniature artist Grace Mey- 
ercord, of East Orange, Newjersey, made 
scaled-down period furniture for the 
stark architectural model. Using her 
trusted manicure scissors, pots of glue, 
and a collection of buttons, beads, and 
fabric, the cabinetmaker went to work.

But even when the grain of a strip of 
wood and the weave of a fabric are cali
brated to exact proportions, the interiors 
of miniature houses tend to look chunky. 
As here, lampshades are often askew.

$
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OUTDOOR FABRICS

For information on Sutherland'*'Teak Collection and Perennials"'Outdoor Fabrics, call 800.717-TEAK. 
Classic Tub Lounge*’ designed by John Hutton. Patent pending.

Available through Architects and Interior Designers.
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first principle Decorating often begins where architecture ends,
and a room’s dimensions and design style set the tone for all the things that 
will fill it. But sometimes furnishings are so extraordinary, they demand 
precedence. A single piece of furniture can inspire choices of fabric, paint, 
rugs, wallpaper—even the structure of the room it will reside in. The delicate 
floral gouaches on an 1805 table, for example, suggested the choice of a rose- 
embroidered silk used to reupholster the rare Chippendale chair, above. 
After all, who’s to say what’s more important—the vase or the flowers?
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n yet make a dramatic statement of its own. In contrast to 
most decorating projects, where the construction of a frame
work precedes the acquisition of furniture, this project began 
with a collection of extraordinary—and doubtlessly pricey— 
pieces that were earmarked for purchase before construction 
got under way. “That allowed us to place such things as 
columns around the furniture,” says Drake, “rather than look 
for the right furniture after the rooms were built.”

So, from eighteenth-century oil paintings to nineteenth- 
century Paul Storr silverware, every painting, every fork and 
spoon was new to the house. What more could an antiques 
aficionado wish for? “The things themselves are what is 
important to me,” says Hewat-Jaboor. “So many houses and

o PARAMETERS WERE SET, explains Jamie 
Drake. The only overarching goal was to 
acquire objects of exceptional quality and 

rarity. Accepting that delightful, heady challenge, the New 
York interior designer teamed up with London-based fine art 
and antiques dealer and consultant Philip Hewat-Jaboor to 
renovate and furnish what Drake calls “an important man
sion on one of New York’s most important cross streets.”The 
decor would have to be, Drake adds, “traditional in general, 
with English Regency as the underlying theme.” Of course. 
The style would perfectly suit the 1918 limestone-fronted 
house that, according to Hewat-Jaboor, “required great vision 
and a complete gut job.”

At the time of its purchase, the three-story mansion was 
divided into two apartments, with a doctor’s office on the 
main floor. Drake and Hewat-Jaboor wanted to provide the 
new owner—a divorced media mogul whose two daughters 
come to visit often-with a decor that would reflect the past.

THE ENFILADE OF SECOND-FLOOR ROOMS, above, includes 
the library, landing, and salon. A rock-crystal lamp from Charles 
J. Winston & Co., NYC, sits atop Regency nesting tables from 
Hewat-Jaboor. The oak console Is attributed to A.W.N. Pugin.
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apartments are dominated by the decorating rather than the 
furniture or works of art.” He was also grateful that his client 
was willing to hire both a decorator and a dealer to carry out 
the project. “Most would hesitate to have two people,” he says.

t HE PAIR CLEARLY SUCCEEDED. From the foyer— 
which showcases multicolored Italian marble tiles and a 
remarkable i860 English table with an Italian micro- 
mosaic top—to a dining room enlivened by an unusual 

collection of early-nineteenth-century Italian watercolors and 
two candle-burning Regency chandeliers, the decorating and 
furnishings have been intricately woven together. The combi
nation of the talents of the two professionals is especially 
felicitous on the first-floor landing. There, a lo-foot-long Chip
pendale sofa anchors the space separating an Italianate library 
and a French salon. “The sofa literally takes your breath away 
when you come up the stairs,” says Drake. “It’s so much more 
effective than the usual console.”

Buying such unusual pieces requires a patience clients 
rarely have. “A lot of people don’t want to wait until they can 
find something wonderful, but in this particular case we had 
a client who allowed us the luxury of time to find the perfect 
piece,” says Drake. And while others don’t have the ability to 
see beyond an object’s condition, Ilewat-Jaboor says, “it was 
nice to work with someone who understood that we could 
buy something in need of restoration.”

Drake and Hewat-Jaboor’s 18-month renovation was a bal
ancing act between liistorical restoration—remnants of column 
capitals and other architectural details, for example, were

”3





matched with custom-cast plaster replicas—and adapting the 
space to contemporary uses. “We rearranged the functions of 
the house by putting the dining room on the first floor, adja
cent to the kitchen, rather than on the second floor, where 
the library is now,” says Drake.

Giving each room a distinct feeling was part of Drake’s 
plan. In the salon, many of the furnishings are English—such 
as the George III painted and gilded side chairs that were 
built in 1775 in the Chippendale workshop. But an impressive 
mid-nineteenth-century Savonnerie carpet gives the room its 
overall French tone. The carpet’s floral motifs are reflected

in four mid-eighteenth-century Viennese enameled tole 
sconces, as well as an 1805 Empire gilt and bronze table with 
gouache panels painted in the style of Pierre Joseph Redoute, 
a noted flower painter of the period.

1
double-glazing process givesN THE LIBRARY, 

the walls the look of richly textured fabric. ‘Although 
the library is grand, it’s also intimate,” says Drake. 
He outfitted the room with a marbleized chair rail
that picks up the patterns in a seventeenth-century 

marble fragment that has been mounted as a coffee table. 
“The overall color of the room,” explains the designer, 
based on the hue one sees when a fabulous glass of cognac is 
held up to the light.”

An existing neoclassical Robert Adam-style plaster ceiling in 
the master bedroom—enhanced by a new color scheme, with 
corner panels that contrast with the oval central medallion— 
gave Hewat-Jaboor the inspiration for the choice of a second 
antique Savonnerie rug. Drake is especially enthusiastic

THE DINING ROOM TABLE has been set in a traditional 19th- 
century manner with an 1820 Porcelaine de Paris rose-patterned 
dessert set. The French crystal dates from 1920. CURTAINS IN 
A DEEP-GREEN WOOL damask from Clarence House, with Scala- 
mandre trim, frame the opulent dining room. Late-18th-century 
Franco-Flemish ebonized and walnut chairs are also covered in the 
fabric. Regency chandeliers hang above an early Victorian Gothic 
Revival table. The Italian marble floor is by Vitruvius, Ltd., London.

was
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about the elegant bouffant draperies he concocted. “They’re 
iridescent silk taffeta in a gorge depigeon color,” he explains. 
“The swag valances with cabochon rosettes echo the plaster 
details in the ceiling, and the mauvy grays and clear apricot 
stripes of the lining are derived from the rug.” But in a 

gracious bow to the surrounding objets, Drake notes, 
“The drapes have no strong pattern to distract from 
the beautiful furnishings.” For an interior decorator, such 
deference is truly exceptional.

A PASTEL ROBERT ADAM-STYLE ceiling in the master bed
room, above, inspired the choice of bed linens, by E. Braun & 
Co., NYC, and draperies, in a Clarence House silk taffeta.
The table lamps are from Marvin Alexander, NYC; the bench is 
covered in Patoma Stripe, a silk taffeta from Grey Watkins, Ltd. 
THE FRENCH LACQUERED WRITING DESK, opposite page, 
dates from the mid 18th century and the painted chair is English 
from the late 18th century. The chaise is covered in a silk 
brocade from Scalamandre. Sources, see back of book.
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trade secrets

Double Team
The joint venture between New Ibrk interior designer Jamie Drake and 
London antiques consultant Philip Hewat-Jaboor was a match made in flH 
decorating heaven. The two completely gutted and transformed an 
imposing mansion on Manhattan's Upper East Side by selecting excep- w
tional antiques first, then making decisions about colors, fabrics, and even 1
structural changes. The mainly French and English antique pieces found by 
Hewatjaboor were upholstered in luxurious silk brocades and velvets chosen 
by Drake, who says, “We had a great dialogue.^ —JOrCE BAUTISTA

earning its stripes
< THE CLIENT WAS IMMEDIATELY enthusi
astic about the Empire table, far left, because 
of the unusual juxtaposition of the strong 
gilt-bronze base with the top’s delicate florals. 
Made of watercolor flowers painted on vellum 
and mounted in verre eglomise, the tabletop and 
its colors suggested the choice of a Savonnerie 
carpet and Austrian enameled tole sconces, left. 
To avoid turning the living room into an over
grown hothouse, Drake tempered the floral 
motif with fabrics featuring strong striped 
patterns, such as a mauve floral silk brocade 
from Brunschwig & Fils and a blue, white, and 
yellow taffeta from Clarence House.

heavy petal
> IN A NORTH-FACING GUEST ROOM that 
had only a single window for natural light, far 
right, Drake decided to take advantage of 
the ceiling height by covering the walls 
generously with a vivid cotton chintz, 
which he also used for the room’s elabo
rate draperies, The bold rose pattern^
Le Rosier, is from Cowtan & Tout.
The stripes within the floral pat
tern add depth. Clarence House’s . 
pinkish Marguerite Framboise 
and a silk-blend check pattern, ^
Grenoble Jaune, were used 
as coordinating upholstery 
fabrics on the English and 
French antiques.

ii8



marble marvel
A THE I/TH-CENTURY PIETRA DURA 

marble tabletop inspired the color scheme 
of the library (seen on pages 112 and 113). 
The fabrics used include, clockwise from 
the top, Brunschwig & Fils’s Mozart Velvet 
and three Clarence House patterns: Jaguar 
Velvet, Velours Quadrige, and Diaghilev.
On the walls, yellow paint was applied over 
a layer of magenta, then steel wool was 
dragged over the surface—vertically, then
horizontally. The resulting texture has the
look of old Venetian velvet.

7^cool reception
> THE HARD SURFACES of 
the foyer, with its glazed faux 
marble walls, mahogany furni
ture, and custom marble floors 
by Vitruvius, Ltd., London, make 
the transition from tlie mansion’s 
limestone exterior to its interior 
more gradual. The use of stone 
and the lack of upholstered fur
nishings in entrance halls also 
have quite snooty antecedents: 
According to Drake, wealthy 
European gentry in the i8th and 
19th centuries would meet with
their farmworkers and tenants
in the foyer. “The practice
assumed these visitors would be lice-ridden,” Drake explains. “No fabrics 
meant there was no place for the lice to hide.” If our era is, thankfully, 
more democratic (and hygienic), marble halls still look wonderful.

birdcall
< THE UNUSUAL MAUVE AND IRIDESCENT GRAY FABRIC USCd

for curtains and bed coverings in the master bedroom (shown on 
pages 116 and 117) is Clarence House’s silk taffeta in the gorge de 

pigeon colorway It appealed to Drake’s eccentric sensibilities. 
“It’s like the color of a pigeon’s breast,” he says. “It has that 

same shine.” The silk also heightens the tones of an antique 
& Savonnerie carpet that Hewat-Jaboor found for the room. 

‘Although a lot of people would not have bothered, we 
had it completely restored,” says Hewat- 

Jaboor. Grey Watkins’s multicolored silk 
taffeta Paloma Stripe ties together all the 
room’s decorative elements, particularly the 
restored pink and yellow Robert Adam-style 
plaster ceiling. Sources, see back of book,
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ALL-WHITE FURNISHINGS and 
whitewashed floors emphasize the 
airiness of the 30- by 30-foot living 
room. Aside from a painted Jean 

—- ^ Royere floor lamp, ail the furniture 
is by Niedermaier Inc. The sofa is 
upholstered In a Henry Calvin fabric 
that matches the window seats and 
draperies; the two large armchairs, 
flanking a coffee table designed by 
Jean-Pierre Tortil, are covered in a 
Canovas velvet. The rug is sheepskin.

AND HER ARCMtT£CT, MARK DEMSKY, CREATE A LUMINOUS LMNG SPACE .
BY SUZANNE SLESIN PHOTOGRAPHED BY WILLIAM ABRANOWICZ STYLED BY BARBARA KURGAN
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0
had heard only the howling of the wind 
as she slept in the master bedroom, 
tucked away at the other end of the 
6,ooo-square-foot apartment. Coming 
upon the snowscape that day, she says, 
was like being transported to the winter 
fairyland of Dr. Zhivago: “Snow is so 
clean and white if it never hits the 
ground. I’ll never forget that vision.”

Of course, it’s plain to see that 
Niedermaier is very fond of white in 
general. The snow was merely extra 
frosting on her newly decorated

TALL DOORS OPEN onto the serene 
dining room, above, where three 52-inch- 
square whitewashed oak tables, designed 
for Niedermaier by Sean Scott, are 
placed end to end. The leather-covered 
Deux chairs are from Niedermaier Inc. 
The painting is Christopher Le Brun’s 
Rider With Shadow. THE LUXURIOUS 
TEXTURE of a fox rug, opposite page, adds 
depth to the library. Venini glass vases 
sit atop the mantelpiece by architect 
Mark Demsky. The curved sofa, chair, and 
glass tables are from Niedermaier Inc.

N A BLUSTERY NIGHT laSt 
January a violent storm blew 
open the corner windows of 
an apartment on Chicago’s 
exclusive East Lake Shore 

Drive, covering the wide expanse of the 
pristine living and dining room floors in 
knee-high snowdrifts. The next morn
ing, it took eight men hours to shovel 
the snow away Most homeowners would 
have been perturbed, to say the least. Not 
Judith Niedermaier. “It was so beautiful,” 
says the designer and entrepreneur, who
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dreamy spaceNTHIS WHICH CELEBRATES WHITE,
GUESTS FEEL AS IF THEY ARE FLOATING THROUGH THE HEAVENS

j

A CENTERPIECE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

(inserted in Styrofoam blocks) contrasts 
nicely with the simple elegance of the place 
settings. The china, based on Jean Cocteau 
drawings, is by Rosenthal, the sterling 
flatware was a gift from the designer’s mother, 
and the glasses, by Angela Cummings, 
are from Bergdorf Goodman.
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new firm that sells vitamins and skin- 
treatment products exclusively at Saks.

Niedermaier moved into the rambling 
apartment only last year. The building, 
one of the city’s most elegant, was 
designed in 1928 by Benjamin Marshall, 
architect of the Drake Hotel, a neigh
boring landmark. “The move all happened 
very quickly,” says Niedermaier. “One 
day, Vicente Wolf, who has designed fur
niture for me, came by my old apartment. 
Somehow we started talking about 
changing where I lived. He suggested I 
think about moving into a vintage build
ing, where I could modernize the space

white-on-white apartment. Its won
drous effect was no doubt heightened 
by the calmness and spareness of the 
space, which features a 30- by 30-foot 
living room with windows that offer 
panoramic views across Lake Michigan.

“I can’t get over how mighty and grand 
the space is,” says Niedermaier, the pres
ident of Niedermaier Inc., a company 
that began with designing and manufac
turing furnishings and display props for 
high-end department and specialty 
stores, and since 1980 has developed its 
own furniture lines. She is also president 
of the American Vitamin Company, a

THE PALE-HUED, minimalist kitchen, 
opposite page, designed by Demsky and 
Niedermaier in collaboration with deGiulio 
Kitchen Design, a Chicago company, is in 
keeping with the spirit of the rest of the 
apartment. Everyday china and glassware 
are stored close at hand on open shelves. 
The cabinetry, in a light maple laminate 
that has been topped with Corian, is from 
Siematic, as are the stainless-steel bar 
pulls. The polished chrome sink hardware 
is from BarWils. IN THE BREAKFAST 
AREA, below, the glass-topped table in 
limed oak with matching angular Torino 
chairs are all from Niedermaier Inc.

f» •
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THE LARGE BATHROOM SUITE, left, 
which includes a dressing and make-up 
area, is simply but luxuriously appointed. 
The ottoman is upholstered in a cotton 
from Joseph Noble; the floor is covered 
in an oatmeal carpeting from Treadway. 
IN THE MASTER BEDROOM, below, limed 
oak walls make a calming contrast to 
white. Kirk Brummel Jagtar silk fabrics 
were used for the tailored bedcover.

without changing it too much.” The idea 
stayed with Niedermaier, and a few days 
later, she sold her apartment and closed 
on the new co-op. She hired Mark Dem- 
sky, a local architect, to help her reno
vate the co-op. Despite Niedermaier’s 
hope that the renovation not turn into 
“a huge project,” it took six months. She 
camped out in a guest room while con
struction buzzed around her.

“It was an amazing transformation,” 
says Demsky, who still shudders to recall 
the apartment’s old lime-green and 
bright harvest-gold palette, the remnant 
of a 1974 remodeling. Confronted with 
that color scheme, he says, “it was hard 
to think that there could be anything 
nice here, let alone something as mini
mal and disciplined as what turned out.” 
The architect and his client chose to 
leave most of the walls and doors intact 
in the large front rooms. But a new 
master bedroom suite was created out 
of three existing rooms, and the 
kitchen required a complete overhaul. 
At one stage, its old quarry-tile floor 
was removed with a jackhammer.

The Sturm und Drang that accompa
nied the renovation is all but forgotten. 
What remains are dreamy, graceful 
rooms, where guests feel as if they 
are floating through the heavens. 
White is celebrated throughout: in the 
frames and upholstery of the furniture, 
in the texture of a sheepskin rug, in 
the sleek plaster mantel and bleached 
wood floors, in the seamless expanse of 
whitewashed oak dining tables, and 
especially in the sheer luxury of a lumi
nous, airy space that is both of its time 
and of all times.

Niedermaier understands the key to 
creating such a place: “It’s called edit
ing,” she says. “Like many people in the 
design business, I felt I needed a blank 
slate to come home to.” Despite years 
spent acquiring lots of beautiful things—
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and quiet. But Niedermaier experi
ences wide expanses of white as a 
tonic—so much so that she saved other 
hues she loves, such as beiges and 
darker, natural tones, for the master 
bedroom suite. “White wakes me up 
too much,” she explains. “I like some
thing a little quieter for the bedroom, 
so I can sleep better.'

Pleasant dreams.

something she continues to do— 
Niedermaier has managed to keep her 
apartment looking spare. “The idea is to 
put away, give away, and display only 
what’s truly right at a particular time,” 
she says. “There’s a lot of pleasure in 
that. If you are surrounded by the best, 
it becomes an uplifting experience.”

So is the use of white. Many people 
perceive an all-white room as serene

A LOW WALL OP LIMED OAK, above, 
which is also used in the adjoining 
bedroom, acts as a partition between 
the sink and the bathtub in the master 
bathroom. An Arne Jacobsen-designed 
Voia faucet, made by Kroin, is mounted 
above a polished-glass counter and 
sink from Vitraform. The exposed 
polished-chrome plumbing is from 
Cherry Creek. Sources, see back of book.
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Rupert Everett finds a cozy duplex in
I Greenwich Village is just his cup of tea'll

• i

I

m

BY WILLIAM NORWICH PHOTOGRAPHED BY ARTHUR ELGORT STYLED BY SARAH GILES
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t’s lovely being English in 
America,” Rupert Everett says as he 
relaxes in his Greenwich Village house. 
“It’s fantastic to live between a world that 
is so traditional it sometimes feels like a 
mausoleum and here, where everything 
seems to be tom down every ten years.”

Set back on a quiet lane, the court
yard house is believed to have been built 
in 1878, ancient by New York standards. 
It’s in a neighborhood with a very 
British feeling. Models Kate Moss and 
Stella Tennant are just two of the glam
orous relocated Brits who live nearby. 
Tea & Sympathy, a restaurant that spe
cializes in such classic English cuisine as 
shepherd’s pie and bangers and mash, is 
around the corner. In fact, most days it 
serves as Rupert Everett’s canteen for 
breakfast and lunch.

In a break from his customary pace, 
Everett is relaxing and receiving friends, 
who come and go in a tangle of dogs and 
leashes reminiscent of a smart British 
comedy. This summer he will be seen in 
the film Inspector Gadget and next fall in 
An Ideal Husband, but today, no sched
uling crises, no pressure, just as long as 
everything is said and done in time for 
his midtown meeting with Madonna, 
around teatime.

The apartment reflects the style of a 
worldly young man who travels often:

“I LIKE TRADITIONAL THINGS," British- 
bom Rupert Everett admits. Tea in a cup 
from Tea & Sympathy in New York sweet
ens mornings spent by the meditative 
waters of an aquarium of tropicai fish.
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I can’t bother TAKING CARE OF 
too many things”—ruperteverett

steady furniture reminds me of my 

childhood. I don’t know if 1 could live 
modern environment. Minimal.

mattress in one room I can lock and leave.”
There’s similar simplicity in the five 

rooms here. Considering Everett’s recent 
schedule, it is no wonder he isn’t into 
possessions. Since last summer, he has 
filmed A Midsummer Night’s Dream in 
Rome with Michelle Pfeiffer and Kevin 
Kline, Shakespeare in Love in London, fol
lowed by Inspector Gadget in Los Angeles. 
At the end of the year he expects to make 
The Next Best Thing with Madonna. In 
addition, he is writing screenplays and his 
third novel, and continuing to be the 
spokesperson for Yves Saint Laurent’s 
fragrance Opium For Men, something he 
has done since 1996.

“I like traditional things,” Everett 
says as he surveys his place. “Good,

duffel bags on Chippendale-style furni
ture. “Rupert’s style is nomadic,” says 
Sarah Giles, one of the friends who has 
dropped by this morning. “Nomadic, 
English country-house style,” she adds.

Everett found the flat in 1996, when 
he was filming My Best Friend's Wedding 
with Julia Roberts in Chicago. He had 
been living in France and London. “I 
thought I’d take a place in New York 
for three months so I could come and 
go from Chicago.” It made economic 
sense to sign a lease for a year.

“Less is more,” he says, defining his 
approach to decor. “I’m quite happy with 
non-clutter. I can’t bother taking care of 
too many things. My idea of the perfect 
home is my apartment in Miami; a

in a
yes, obviously, but I don’t know about 
modem,” The sources and resources of
his style remain resolutely British. 
Lunch today will come again from Tea 
& Sympathy, and Niall Smith Antiques 
and Decorations, where he has bought 
a good bit of his furniture, is also in the 
neighborhood.

And which of the objects assembled 
here is his favorite?

“I’m my favorite object,” Everett 
answers, before adding that he is also 
quite partial to the desk that is piled 
high with scripts and photographs of 
friends,
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Everett s style is traditional and nomadic at the
sametime.lN THE LIVING ROOM, opposite page,
the suzanis on the sofa and beneath the dogs and
the Turkish kilim rug are from the collection of
Everett’s friend Sarah Giles. The Labrador, Moise,
Is a fixture in Everett’s life. The Lucas terrier is on
loan from a Mend. The table and chairs are from
Niail Smith, NYC. IN THE BEDROOM, this page.
above left, the suzanis are from Sarah Giles. The
mirror is from Niail Smith. THE PORTRAIT in the
living room, above, is from Niail Smith. THE
PAINTING in the bedroom, left, is from the Earl
McGrath Gallery, NYC. THE OIL BY ALESSANDRO
TWOMBLY in the living room, below, is also from
the Earl McGrath Gallery. The bench and blue pot
are from Niail Smith. The Tibetan tiger rug is from
Sarah Giles. Sources, see back of book.



THE PRESENT AND THE PAST are effort
lessly combined in the living room of
the 19th-century carriage house where
Saladino’s designs hold sway. The Landau
sofa is covered in bronze velvet and the
Villa chair is slipcovered in violet Antique
Taffeta from Henry Calvin. A beige Tulip
chair is in front of the window, and the
caned Millbrook love seat is at right. The
tablecloth is Fortuny’s Sfingi. The candle
sticks on the table are Italian Renaissance.





The living room, which opens ontoThe romantic in the man describes theY NATURE, I’m a roman-
the garden, has a sofa covered in melt-space as his “emotional fortress, where Itic, By training, I’m a
ingly soft cotton velvet, with shimmer
ing silk taffeta cushions. Two Villa chairs 
are dressed in violet silk taffeta. The

close the door to the cacophony of the 
twentieth century” And he’s right. In the 
evening, only the sound of rain falling in 
the garden breaks the silence in these 
rooms. He explains that the decor is 
“about touch and being embraced by sen
sual fabrics.”Textures are chosen every bit 
as much for their feel as for their color.

minimalist. By choice. 
I’m a classicist,” says New York archi
tectural designer John F. Saladino as he 
sits, maharaja-like, in his sumptuous 
new apartment. The duplex occupies 
part of a carriage house on Manhattan’s 
Upper East Side, and it puts on view all 
three sides of Saladino.

late-nineteenth-century coffee table is 
smooth, bleached hardwood. The wool- 
and-sissl carpet is thick and plush. “It’s a 
cocoon,” Saladino says of the room.

The palette is meant to please the eye
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ALL OF THE SPACES ACHIEVE maximum intimacy. The dining area is tucked into a 
corner of the living room behind the Millbrook love seat, which has cushions covered in 
Hinson & Co.’s off-white Preston cotton. The 18th-century Directoire armchair has 
a quilted Empire Taffeta seat from Pongees of London. The wooden African tables sit on a 
Bail carpet from Stark. The mirror is 18th-century Venetian. THE REGENCY BURL-TOP 
dining table, above, is complemented by Saiadino’s signature quilted brown wool curtain.

Building. ‘At Yale, I was brainwashed by 
the Bauhaus crowd,” he says, “but that 
minimalist training is what made me a 
perfectionist.”

In the living room, he replaced the old 
mantel with an overscaled wooden 
fireplace surround, and covered the huge 
square opening with a black mesh fire 
screen. The pumped-up crown molding is 
the same design in periwinkle blue, but 
lacquered for glamour. “Simple shapes 
keep a room solid and serene,” Saladino 
says. Even the brown color-field painting 
by Powers Boothe hanging over the sofa 
is a perfect rectangle. The minimalist

change from sage green to heliotrope, 
depending on the quality of the light. The 
walls are pale lilac, Saiadino’s signature 
color. “Good interior design should 
seduce you. Your blood pressure should go 
up. It should put you into an emotional 
trance,” Saladino insists.

The minimalist in the man designed 
the furniture in the apartment—three 
decades of Saladino originals, all of them 
distinguished by their spare silhouettes. 
“I like simple geometric shapes: circles, 
squares, and triangles,” he says. You can 
imagine him at Yale, in the angular lines 
of Paul Rudolph’s Art and Architecture

a painting would, and indeed Saladino 
studied art history at Notre Dame before 
attending Yale University School of Art. 
He says he has “excavated” some of the 
walls down to their original clinker bricks, 
because he likes their splotchy burnt-, 
toast look. The bronze velvet of the sofa 
is picked up by the grapey-brown quilted 
drapery and matching slipcovers on the 
ottomans. The silk taffeta cushions
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does not care for printed fabrics, and 
apart from a luxurious Fortuny tablecloth 
thrown over a table in the living room 
there are none here. “I’m coming out 
with a line of chintz repellents,” he jokes.

t HE CLASSICIST in Saladino will 
quote Robert Adam or Thomas 
Jefferson at will, and classical ref

erences are apparent throughout the 
apartment. After Yale, Saladino went to 
Rome to work for architect Piero Sar- 
togo. “I rediscovered my humanist 
roots there,” says the son of a Sicilian 
father and a Venetian mother. “The 
humanist tradition in me is as old as my 
bloodlines.” Two Corinthian capitals sit 
on his mantel. The smaller one, in 
creamy carved limestone, is an ancient 
example from Balbec, in Iran. The 
larger one is an elaborately carved 
eighteenth-century Italian piece. A late 
Renaissance bust of a Farnese noble
man is prominently displayed in the liv
ing room. He keeps firewood in his 
bedroom in a giant eighteenth-century 
Italian terra-cotta planter that is fes
tooned with swags and ram’s heads. A 
classical wooden baluster has been 
pressed into service in the garden.

The antiques are used sparingly. 
There is a discipline to their placement. 
“I love empty spaces,” Saladino says. 
“It’s important to know when to hold 
back.” Sometimes the romantic loses 
out to the minimalist, and sometimes it 
is the other way around, but the classi
cist is there to restore balance and keep 
them both in proportion.

Saladino manages to have a bit of every
thing in a tidy space. THE guest room, 
above ieft, doubles as a library. The 
iate-18th-century northern Italian desk 
with the Saladino tube lamp is flanked 
by two polychrome 18th-century Sicilian 
chairs. The 18th-century mirror is Swedish, 
the rug a rare antique Kashkar. the lead 
CHAIRS in the garden, left, are antiques; 
the fabric on the bench is from Sunbrella. 
IN THE BEDROOM, right, the custom 
headboard is from Anthony Lawrence- 
Belfair, NYC. The velvet bedspread is from 
Shamash & Sons, NYC. The palomino 
leather club chair is a 30-year-old Saladino 
classic. Sources, see back of book.
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Good design should seduce you JJ

—JOHN F. SALADINO





HeadboardDREAMY i
covered in

Azzamour fabric, $1,710 for a 
queen-size. Continentai shams, 
in back, in San Giorgio, $218 each. 
Raso sheet set, S746, in mush
room lavender. Azzamour 
coverlet, $1,329 for a queen-size. 
Decorative pillows, $167 to $464. 
All from Anichini. 8B8-230-5388. ,:

t It
f

m

At the latest High Point futniture market, 
there was something for every temperament. So go ahead 

and trust your feelings. Get emotional.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAMES WOJC I K STYLED BY STEFAN BECKMAN







ever feel

DISJOINTED?
Fortunately, the Mid-Town sofa,
S3,630, looks as good in sections 
as it does pulled together. 
Covered in a red cotton blend, 
it is available from Bernhardt 
Express Upholstery. 800-340-0240.

i need my space
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AGLOW This camel* 
back sofa, 

$8,775, is from the V & A Museum 
Furniture Collection for John 
Widdicomb, Inc. (800-954-7776) 
and is based on a design from the 
Victoria and Albert Museum. The 
fabric, in a striking shade of gold, 
is Chippendale by Scalamandre.
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feeling

HOT, HOT, HOT
The Zen House pillows by Pacifica
Home are in Cambodian silk and
come in a range of sizes, from a
16-inch round to a 26-inch square
floor cushion. They are S59 to
$149 at ABC Carpet & Home, NYC.
212-473-3000.
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m AKiNG comfortable
furniture can be excruciating.

At Herman Miller Inc., the $1.7 billion 
publicly traded company, Eames chairs 
and chaises are revered—and wrecked. 
Whether reissuing a classic like the color
ful plywood storage units that Charles 
and Ray Eames designed in 1950 (and 
which Miller stopped making five years 
later) or introducing a breakthrough 
product like 1994’s ergonomically 
advanced $1,000 Aeron desk chair with 
the meshy suspension seat and back, Her
man Miller puts every product through a 
series of torture tests at its Design Yard in 
Holland, Michigan. A glass table mustn’t 
crack when a steel ball falls on it; the seat 
on a desk chair must withstand having 125 
pounds dropped on it 100,000 times.

“I call that the It’s-a-hard-day-and-I’m- 
going-to-plop-in-my-chair test,” says test- 
lab supervisor Doug Schrotenboer, who 
pricks, prods, and pushes products to 
their breaking points. “We test most 
things to failure. That’s how we know to 
set our warranties appropriately”

The company’s credo is implicit: 
forms must function. Founded in 1905 as 
the Star Furniture Company, which 
made bedroom suites in historical styles, 
the firm was reborn as Herman Miller in 
1923. Ten years later, it showed its first 
collection of contemporary furniture at 
Chicago’s Century of Progress exhibi
tion. But the modern era didn’t really 
begin until 1946, when George Nelson 
became the director of design. The 
visionary architect pledged to make 
good design synonymous with good busi
ness. “There is just too much bad design 
out there that hurts people,” he said. “It 
hurts them physically, or it hurts them 
emotionally, or it hurts them visually”

PHYSICAL FITNESS Even classic pieces, 
like the 1968 Eames Chaise ($3,600) that 
was designed for Hollywood director 
Billy Wilder (who liked it for quick after
noon naps), are retested for durability.

STYLISTICALLY, AND STRUCTURALLY
STYLED BY CHRISTINE MOTTAU
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In 1947 Nelson found his soul mates, 
the Eameses, and recruited them to 
work for the company. Charles always 
demanded that design be more than dec
orative. As he said, “The real questions 
are: Does it solve a problem? Is it service
able? How is it going to look in ten years?” 
In fact, Herman Miller can predict how a 
newly made Eames molded-plywood 
coffee table will hold up after a decade.

“We prematurely age our products,” 
explains Schrotenboer, who uses both 
low- and high-tech methods. Coffee, 
ketchup, mustard, and Ben-Gay are 
dripped on tables and desks to test their 
resistance to everyday spills. Furniture is 
“cooked” for three weeks at 118 degrees 
Fahrenheit in aThermotron, a climate- 
controlled steel chamber that resembles 
a walk-in freezer. “If a piece has a joint, 
glue or wood, we check how it reacts to 
heat and fluctuating humidity.”

The fact that Herman Miller furni
ture is well engineered may explain why 
so many pieces from the 1940s and 
1950S are still around. But just because 
they don’t fall apart doesn’t explain why 
the mania for mid-century modernism 
has focused on vintage pieces rather 
than shiny, fresh versions.

The reason for the popularity of vin
tage Herman Miller furniture is as

A the object The 1994 Aeron Desk 
Chair ($999), designed by Bill Stumpf 
and Don Chadwick 
the ordeal In the Load Ease Test, 
200 pounds are dropped on different 
sections of the seat 20,000 times
the purpose To simuiate different 
sitting positions
the promise Aeron’s Peiiicle 
pension seat has a five-year warranty

sus-

^ the object The 1999 Eames
Soft Pad Chair ($752 to $2,543)
the ordeal For four days, this chair’s 
arms are pushed 50,000 times by 
a force of 100 pounds per arm 
the purpose To mimic what happens 
when people push down on the arms 
as they get up from their chairs 
the promise Chair frames 
guaranteed for ten years

are
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>■ the object The 19S1 Burdick 
Group Dining Tabie (S6,325) was 
intended as an executive confer
ence table, but is often found in 
residential dining rooms 
the ordeal A one-pound steel ball 
is dropped on It from 48 inches

the purpose To test resistance
the promise Burdick Group 

furniture has a ten-year warranty

T the object Modular Eames 
Storage Units, from 1950, were reintro
duced last year {this one is $3,250|
the ordeal Humidity Shock— 
furniture is cooked at 118°F. and 
at various levels of humidity for 
three weeks
the purpose To test for warpage 

and strength of joints and adhesives 
the promise Furniture that literally 

stands the test of time

lassie designs
IVES FOR DECADES

straightforward as the slats on the 
famous 1946 Nelson Platform Bench, 
which Miller stopped making in 1967: For 
many years, the company simply didn’t 
make any of its most famous designs. 
From 1957 to 1994, for example, it didn’t 
produce the iconic Eames Molded Ply
wood Chair, which is the equivalent of 
Gucci’s not making loafers or Lacoste’s 
not selling polo shirts. George Nelson’s 
Marshmallow Sofa, with 18 round cush
ions on a metal frame, pops up constantly 
in fashion magazine layouts—and sits in 
rhe reception area of the company’s 
Michigan headquarters—but Herman 
Miller hasn’t made one since 1965.

“Right now we’re looking into the tool
ing costs of reissuing that sofa,” says Ray 
Kennedy, general manager of Herman 
Miller for the Home, the residential divi

sion started in 1994.
In the 1960s, Herman Miller turned 

its back on the consumer market, bet
ting correctly that Robert Propst’s 
Action Office—the first modular office 
system—could help grow the company, 
whose sales were then under $25 million, So

15s



A the object The Eames 
Aluminum Group Chair of 1958 
(about $1,158) was conceived for 
a residence designed by Eero 
Saarinen and Alexander Girard 

the ordeal In the ten-week 
Back Durability Test, chairs are 
tilted back one million times 

the purpose to mimic typical 
office abuse
the promise A five-year
ranty on operating mechanisms

war-

WHAM! BAMI POWt Herman 
Miller continues to test the 
1956 Eames Lounge Chair, left 
($3,350 with ottoman, not 
shown), to make sure quality 
standards don’t decline.
SOME CHAIRS and tables, right, 
have been pushed beyond 
their limits in the test lab.



g point
as Herman Miller created office furni
ture for the computer era, thousands 
of residential designs languished in the
company archives.

Fortunately, some items never went 
out of production. The Fames leather 
lounge chair and ottoman—which were 
initially designed for director Billy 
Wilder’s screening room—have been 
steady sellers since 1956 (as well as 
enduring symbols of psychotherapy). 
“It was being used in a lot of corporate 
lobbies, which helped keep it in pro
duction,” says Kennedy.

Today, as the social and aesthetic 
boundaries between home and office
blur, there’s a sense of harmonic con
vergence among Herman Miller’s vari
ous divisions. As Leslie Pina wrote in her
1998 book, Classic Herman Miller
Publishing): “Don’t people in fact live 
where they work and also work where 
they live?” Of course they do, so furniture 
with crossover appeal is the philosophical 
foundation of the Herman Miller for the
Home division (www.hmstore.com). Its 
offerings range from Isamu Noguchi’s 
1948 glass coffee table and Nelson’s 1952 
Bubble lamps to Alexander Girard’s 
1960s pillows and Tom Newhouse’s 1998 
TJ collection of home-office furniture.

Since modern design was never meant 
to be elitist (it still isn’t cheap), Herman 
Miller has been putting a lot of energy 
into its SQAdivision. Conceived as away 
to make buying office furniture Simple, 
Quick and Affordable for small busi
nesses, pieces like the year-old Reaction 
work chair ($278) are being bought for
home offices, too.

Knoll, the other American office- 
furniture company with a catalogue of 
modernist masterpieces—byjens Risom, 
Harry Bertoia, Eero Saarinen, Warren 
Platner—has been reintroducing beloved 
classics and focusing on the residential 
market through its KnoUStudio division. 
Both companies—and their customers— 
have come to the same conclusion: old
design is as good as new.
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lalds a dramatic apartment
are covered In Band-Box

illpaperfrom Rose Gumming,
Grfntaldi lacquered. The chan

Mlier is turn*of-the-century Italian;
blackamoor is 18th-

century. ITte floor is 1940s linoleum.

the living room, opposite page, has
silk damask curtains lined with
striped silk taffeta, both from Rose
Gumming. The console and wood urn

re 18th-century Italian. The beaded
:ture is 19th-century Italian.
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It was a very pUMLC apartment. I didn't want
to make It gai*ish. . . but It neenied

HONAKD r.RlMALDI



■ HE MINUTE I SAW this apartment, 
f I decided to do color,” says Ronald 
£ A. Grimaldi of his digs near the 

f East River, on Fifty-seventh Street 
in Manhattan. Let it be stated at 

the outset that Grimaldi can’t be accused 
of having a timorous eye when it comes 
to color. And in his time he’s surely seen 
more than his fair share of it: For the last 
27 years he has been at the helm of Rose 
Gumming, an elegant shop specializing 
in antiques, fabrics, and decorating. 
Grimaldi arrived .shortly after the demise 
of its legendary proprietress, Rose, to 
help her gifted sister Eileen run the busi
ness. Eileen died in 1982, and Grimaldi 
has been president ever since.

“It was a very polite apartment,” con
tinues Grimaldi. “I didn’t want to make 
it garish, but it needed something. It 
needed a little punch. I decided to go 
with brilliant Granny Smith apple-green 
walls and brilliant gold curtains.”

Color is also the ticket to the red- 
striped entrance hall; not just any old red, 
but the high-gloss, fingernail-polish red 
that was aU the rage in the forties.

“Certain things stay in your mind,” 
Grimaldi esqjlains with a faraway look in 
his eyes. “During the Second World War, 
when I was two or three, one of my 
Christmas gifts was a red patent-leather 
boot, supposedly from Santa Claus, of 
course. It came from Henri Bendel and 
was stuffed with candy and chocolates. 
The top of the boot was black patent 
leather, and it was trimmed with real 
ermine tails. This boot was relegated to 
the attic for years and years. I think about 
it all the time. The minute I saw the color 
of this wallpaper, I recognized the color 
of my old boot. Only it needed some 
shine. So I lacquered the wallpaper to get 
the gloss. Now it’s patent, and it’s my

THE LIVING ROOM'S apple-green walls 
are as lush as the Rose Gumming fabrics 
on the tufted settee and chairs. The juggler 
table is 18th-century Neapolitan. The 
tufted chairs are from Zajac & Callahan, 
Inc. An antique Chinese red lacquered 
and mirrored screen, circa 1840, stands 
behind a Regency Chinese export settee.
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Tliat’s really wliy 1 bouglit tills apartment.
I

----RON.VLD GRIMALDI



Cumming’s. And if this background is 
not excitement enough for the eye, it can 
refocus on the 12 magnificent eighteenth- 
century Portuguese dining chairs that 
Grimaldi foimd for Gloria Vanderbilt 15- 
odd years ago. When Vanderbilt sold her 
apartment, she offered to sell them to 
Grimaldi, who was thrilled.

“I had always coveted them. So I said 
yes in a minute. That’s why I bought this 
apartment. I saw the dining room and 
said I would buy the apartment. If nothing 
else, it had room for these damn chairs.”

Grimaldi’s sense of the theatrical, the 
downright operatic, is evident every
where. No doubt his background is partly 
responsible; his family hails from Naples. 
Grimaldi himself was raised in Mount 
Vernon, New York, in a household where 
Italian customs were observed and Italian 
was spoken. Summers were spent on 
Long Island, and winters in Florida were

part of the routine. The seasonal refur
bishing of the house was also part of the 
routine. “I always looked forward to the 
change of decor with the change of the 

Grimaldi says. “In my room, 
around October the red curtains and bed
spread would appear. And my red plaid 
pajamas. And I would feel very, very 
warm. In the summer I had blue cotton.”

MIRRORS CAPTURE SEVERAL vignettes 
of the apartment at a glance. In the 
entrance, opposite page, a Louis XVi gilt- 
wood baguette mirror reveals the rooms 
beyond. IN THE DINING ROOM, above, 
a mirror from Zajac & Callahan frames a 
19th-century Russian chandelier from 
Nesle, NYC. The 18th-century Portuguese 
chairs, covered with silk taffeta painted 
to resemble tiger skin, once belonged to 
Gloria Vanderbilt. The Portuguese-style 
sideboard is from John Rosselli, Ltd., NYC.

seasons,

a
LTHOUGH GRIMALDI had 
no formal training as a designer 
(“When I was a kid, in the 

fifties, no one thought about decorating 
as a career. We took Latin and that was 
that”), he was allowed to decorate his 
bathroom when he was 15.

“I didn’t want the typical bathroom 
paper. I found a shiny black vinyl wall
paper with gold fireworks exploding all 
over it. I put it on the walls and ceiling. 
There was a lot of red in it—it sounds

boot all right, minus the ermine tails.” 
Grimaldi, who loves to entertain, sets 

great store by his dining room, and well 
he might. It is a spacious room with old- 
fashioned dimensions and stunning sil
ver wails, which are chinoiserie on 
canvas, executed in the mid-i920s by a 
Russian emigre artist named Avinoff for 
an octagonal sitting room of Rose
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bordello-ish, but it was actually quite 
wonderful. For the shower curtain I got 
black gabardine, and I left: the floor white. 
Very dramatic. That was my first job.” And 
when he claims that his taste has remained 
essentially the same ever since, there 
seems no reason whatsoever to argue.

As for the future, one of Grimaldi’s 
most extravagant designs presupposes 
the accuracy of Nostradamus’s prophecy

that the day of judgment will occur at the 
close of this millennium. To that end, he 
plans to locate a paradisiacal island, and 
in the seventh month of 1999, occupy its 
most fabulous villa along with a group of 
his closest friends, there to raise a final 
glass to life and Armageddon.

The private rooms contain no fewer splen
dors than the public ones. IN THE MASTER 
BEDROOM, opposite page, the sleigh bed 
designed by Grimaldi is uphoistered in a 
gold silk damask from Rose Gumming. 
The walls are covered in Directoire Star, 
also from Rose Gumming. A Louis XVI 
barometer hangs above the bed. A GUEST 
BEDROOM, below, blooms with Sussex, 
a glazed chintz from Rose Gumming.

BROOKE HAYWARD is the author of the 
autobio^aphy Haywire.





AN ANTIQUE STONE URN, this page, planted with
sculptural plants like Echeveria glauca and Helichrysum
italicum sits in a leafy corner of the garden. A MORE
PROMINENT DISPLAY of terra-cotta pots planted with
dwarf conifers, opposite page, extends the garden into
the driveway by greeting visitors at the back gate.



wisdom
The combined forces of James Grigsby 

and Craig Bergmann bring a new style of 
gardening to the Middle West

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LANGDON CLAYBY STEPHEN ORR
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NYONE who Still thinks 
that midwestern gardening has more 
to do with agriculture than horticulture 
should take a look at the plants and 
garden ornaments in the Wilmette, 
Illinois, garden of James Grigsby and 
Craig Bergmann. Missionaries of a so
phisticated landscape style, the pair went 
into business 17 years ago precisely 
because they wanted to change people’s 
thinking about what midwestern gar
dening is and can be.

Their backyard adventure began in 
1986, when they redesigned the ordinary 
suburban yard surrounding their turn- 
of-the-century farmhouse. They had 
increased the external charm of the 
house by adding shingled siding and rail
ings made of rustic logs, giving the place 
the feel of a rural cottage. Their garden 
plan was equally simple, deliberately so, 
since the plot is small and the collection 
of plants quite diverse: the beds were 
designed in loose curves and the paths 
made with bluestone and granite pavers. 
In this setting, Grigsby’s interest in 
antiques and folk art married nicely 
with Bergmann’s love of plants. The 
challenge was to create an American

garden with English influences, one 
that was hardy enough to thrive in the 
formidable Chicago climate.

The garden has become a laboratory 
for their business, which consists of a 
garden-design firm and a nursery/garden 
center influenced by the Grigsby- 
Bergmann backyard. Bergmann, a land
scape architect, provides the plant info 
and all the Latin. (“Oh, you’ll have to ask 
Craig the name of that one,” Grigsby 
says with a wave of his hand.) Their 
interest in expanding the range of plant 
material arose out of frustration with 
the limited choices available from local 
sources. The two began increasing their 
backyard stock by consulting both spe
cialty mail-order sources and friends 
who were plant collectors.

In their garden, the collection focuses 
on the antique: rare varieties of violas, 
tnagellanica-vy^e fuchsias, and that other 
Victorian favorite, the fancy-leaved 
begonia. But both men feel strongly 
that a garden must be more than just a 
collection of plants. Order must be 
imposed through groupings of color and 
texture to avoid the specimen syndrome, 
for which most plant collectors’ gardens
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roses surrounded by larkspur
and balloonflower literally stop
traffic when in full blooin.



their clients about the experimentation 
necessary to gardening under the 
region’s harsh conditions as they do pro
ducing plants and designing and main
taining gardens. Grigsby's background 
as an art educator informs this endeavor 
through a popular roster of seminars, 
workshops, and demonstration gardens 
at the nursery. “Many of our customers 
are well-educated gardeners.” says 
Grigsby. “We are merely adding to the 
knowledge they already have.”

To anyone else, all these diverse activ
ities might seem exhausting; but to 
Grigsby and Bergmann, each branch of 
their endeavor— meticulous plant exper
imentation, careful consumer education, 
the selection and placement of garden 
ornaments—is necessary to the others. 
“We’re derail people,” Bergmann savs. 
“We love what we do.”

are infamous. And since the garden 
receives only midday sun, bloom is not 
altogether a priority. Interest through
out the year is provided instead by tex
ture and variegation.

overpowering with too many accents.
As their business expanded, the pair 

required more grow'ing space for their 
nursery, so they bought 20 acres in 
Winthrop Harbor, located about halfway 
between Chicago and Milwaukee. All 
of the more than 1,200 perennials they 
sell arc grown there, and all these plants 
undergo a two-year hardiness trial to 
see which of them will survive the 
intense zone 5 weather. Many of the 
plants have also had a trial run or a per
manent place in their own garden. 
Although they don’t use many annuals 
in their garden, the nursery carries 
more than 700 annual or tender vari
eties that they deploy in pots and 
planters for their clients.

Their garden taught Grigsby and 
Bergmann that they needed to spend 
almost as much of their energy educating

HF, GARDEN is also a showcase 
for the pair’s collection of garden objects, 
which Grigsby edits frequently. “Using 
ornament is hard here in the Midwest.” 
Grigsby says. “We have a much younger 
tradition than in the Northeast and 
South, and the ornament must match 
the house.” Given their desire to keep 
the feeling local, Grigsby and Bergmann 
try to restrict their antiques to those 
with an American provenance. Indeed, 
many of the rustic planters were made 
from stone quarried in the Midwest. All 
the objects are meant to augment the 
garden, continuing its themes without
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ground rules

world of exteriors
us ING ANT IQUES in the garden is more a matter of style than science 
for James Grigsby and Craig Bergmann. They choose objects that com
plement the architecture of the house, but they also like their arrange
ments to be fluid. A few pieces have fixed spots, but most are moved 
around. “We believe that the thoughtful placement of an object can trans
form the garden experience,” Grigsby explains. — SABINE ROTHMAN

< spotting treasures
Flea market.s, house sales, and auctions 
are valuable sources for the intrepid pair, 
who have been known to drop a note in a 
roadside mailbox when they spy a great 
find. They tend to avoid excessive orna
mentation, preferring pieces with clean 
lines, such as the early-20th-century 
horseshoe chairs that flank a table made 
from an iron street grate. The 19th- 
century pressed botanicals are from An
tiques on Old Plank Road, Westmont, IL,

V succumbing to rustic charms
Hand-carved limestone pieces suit the 
garden’s controlled informality. Grigsby 
believes good ornament is not restricted 
to particular periods or provenances: 
The chair and tree-stump planter are 
from the 19th century, but the birdbath 
is contemporary.



A turn it inside out
The Lord and Burnham conservatory is furnished as
carefully as any living room. The late-igth-century cast-
iron settees, chairs, and table are from Kramer Broth
ers, an old Ohio furniture company. A night-blooming
cereus, opposite page top, contrasts with a sculptural
Acanthus mollis planted in a terra-cotta pot placed inside
a 19th-century French terra-cotta urn. Grigsby and
Bergmann don’t plant directly in the large urn, so they
can change its contents easily and avoid damaging it.

> show them what you’ve got
Carefully placed containers can extend the garden to
terraces and walkways. The early-20th-century French
concrete bench, surrounded by begonias selected for
their variegated foliage, echoes the mood of the porch
and an arbor made of hand-hewn cedar.
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Practical
solutions. sourcES

Personal
style.

WHERE TO BUY IT

WHAT’S NEWS 
Page 58

BOOKCASP 
Pages 84-89

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Pages 8-12

Page 8
Vladimir Kagan’s Dot.Com sofa, $4,000, 
through Jensen-Lewis, NYC. 212-929-4880. 
Page 12
Power drill from Black & Decker. 800-231- 
9786.

Page 46
‘Apricot Beauty’ tulip, K. Van Bourgondien 
& Son.s. 800-552-9996.

HUNTING & GATHERING 
Pages 49-56

Page 49
Nuno, NYC. 212-421-9114.
Page 50
Osborne & Little, NYC. 212-751-3333. 
Clarence House, NYC. 212-752-2890. 
Gretchen Bellinger, Cohoes, NY 518-235- 
2828. Brunschwig & Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878.
Page 54
Travers, NYC. 212-888-7900. Grey Watkins, 
Ltd., NYC. 212-755-6700. Classic Revivals, 
Inc., Boston, MA. 617-574-9030.
Page 56
Stroheim & Romann, Long Island City, NY. 
718-706-7000. All fabrics available through 

architects and designer.s.

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 31-46 

Page 31
Top row, from left: Decora wall switch, 
Leviton, Little Neck, NY. 718-229-4040. 
Handfiatterer handle by Lever & Rose, 
available atThe Ironmonger, Chicago. IL. 312- 
527-4800. Middle row, from left: Ergo 
Hand Mixer, S24.99, Black & Decker. 800- 
231-9786. Good Grips Bar brush, $9 (bot
tom) and Heavy Duty Scrub brush, S6 (top), 
Oxo. 800-545-4411.
Felco No. 7 pruners,
$58, Smith & Hawken.
800-776-3336. 
www.Smith-I'Iawken.com.
Bottom row, from left:
Softouch blunt-tip 
scissors, Fiskars,
Wausau, WI. 715-842- 
2091. Milano Series 
Moda I calculator, S31,
Crate & Barrel. 888-464- 
5266. Finesse faucet 
and wrist control lever 
handles, S226, Kolilcr 
Co. 800-4-KOHLR.R.
Page 32
Sensa, I.os Angeles, CA.
310-202-6000. Cooper- 
Hewitt National Dc.sign 
Museum, NYC. 212- 
849-8400. Knoll, 800- 
445-5045. Kensington 
Orbit trackball mouse,
S59-99, through MacMall. 800-222-2808.
Page 34
SEE, Ltd., NYC. 212-228-3600; Los Angeles, 
CA. 310-385-1919. Swivel peeler, S7, .salad 
spinner, S25, and can opener, $11, Oxo. 
800-545-4411. Jane Victor & Associates, NYC. 
212-254-5199.
Page 40
Ernest Hemingway Collection through 
Thomasvillc. 800-708-4641. China Grill Cafe, 
Fort Lauderdale, FL. 954-462-9006,
Page 42
ABC:; Carpet & Home, Broadway at Ea.st 19th 
Street, NYC. 212-473-3000. Modernc hotel, 
243 Wc.st 55th Street, NYC. 212-397-6767.
Page 44
Fish.s Eddy, 889 Broadway, NYC. 
212-420-9020.

I inally! Here's a source you can 
turn to for hundreds of smart, simple 
decorating ideas that can transform 
any size apartment into a place that 
really feels like home. Featuring more 
than 250 color photographs, The New 
Apartment Book offers: an inspiring 
tour through dozens of apartment 
types: concrete advice on how to cre
ate different looks affordably: stylish 
solutions to classic apartment deco
rating dilemmas (i.e., dining-in-the-liv- 
ing room): and step-by-step instruc
tions for 24 projects that will have an 
immediate impact. It’s an encourag
ing, one-of-a-kind guide that will liter
ally change the way you live.

WHAT’S NEWS 
Page 58
Osborne & Little, NYC. 
212-751-3333. Susan Martin, 
NYC, 212-398-4807. Stro
heim & Romann, Long 
Island City, NY. 718-706- 
7000. Ottilie Stevenson, 
London, England- 44-171- 
739-7321. Pollack & 
Associates, NYC. 
212-627-7766. All available 
through architects and 
designers.

OBJECT LESSON 
Pages 65-72
Pliotographed at Morris- 
Jumcl Mansion, NYC. 
212-923-8008.
Page 68
Guidolume Clock Center, 

253 Route 10, East Hanover, 973-887-1723. 
Ridgeway Clocks. 800-828-4441.
Page 70
National Association of Watch & Clock Collec
tors, Columbia, PA. 717-684-8261. Israel Sack, 
Inc., 730 Fifth Avenue, NYC. 212-399-6562.

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 31-46

For credit card orders,

CALL TOLL-FREE
800-411-7354

DIG IT 
Pages 74-80

Moss available through Sticks & Scones 
Farm, Newtown, CT. 203-270-8820; and Trip 
pie Brook Farm, 37 Middle Road, Southamp
ton, MA. 413-527-4626.

(Ail orders must be prepaid)
Or send your name and address with check or 
money order for $24*—20% off the cover 
price of $30—plus $3.50 each for shipping 
and handling to:

The Conde Nast Coliection 
P.O. Box 10214. Dept.
Oes Moines, lA 50336

DEALER’S CHOICE 
pages 90-92

Ethan Cohen Fine Art.s, 55 Walker Street, 
NYC. 212-625-1250.705103-270

‘ Please add applicable sales tax In CA, CO. GA, lA, IL, KY, 
MA, Ml. ft), NY OH. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.
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To receive more information from our advertiser, simply fill out the form 32. century furniture

below and send ic to House & Ganlen. P.O. Box 10236, Riverton, NJ *■ A complere de«gn TOouree.
, . Send hjr a 36-pagc booklei fsamring bedroom.

00070-0236. It the reply card is missing, you may mail us your request, living room, and diningroom selections from
Please indicate the information you wish to receive using the numbers nvr^'Ju>'>20ofourcollcctions. Wenwkeiteasy

... ,1 1 , , , r\ r , , 10 hnd What you want to realize vour dreams, $5,
provided, as well as the amount requested (it applicable). Make check Caii8Q0-a52-5552orvisitourweb5iteai

www.cennuyfijntitufe.com.

4S. MURRAY'S Iron works: Murrays 
Iron Worb produces the finest iron furniliirc 
aud lighting in riic world. Custom c^bilities.
Brochure available. To die Trade.

49. Please send me all the free items in •
this category. •,

KiTCHeN. Bed and Bath v

so. Canac Kitchens: Amazing new .[I'
kitchen ideas...terrific tips...expert advice...and 

; Canacs fiilf-color KUchtn Planner is the ulti- 
mate guide for creating the kitchen you’ve always 
wantd. Easy to read and lovied with picnjres,
Canacs exciting new KiKhrm Planner covers it all.
To order, please send your name and addiess along 
with a 15 check (payable to Canac Kitchens) to:
Canac Kitclien PLinner, 360 Jidin Street.
ThBrnhill, ONT. Canada L3T3M9.

St. PEACOCK ALLEY!
liuurybed and bath linens and accessories fijr over 
25 years. Call 800-810-0708 lot a retailer near you- •

■r.
,K

■sor money order payable to House & Garden.
33. Classic Sofa; Claaic Sofa specialize.';

handcialied softs that fit your speeifita- 
cions. Providing the laigeac fabric selections 
available, combined with over 20 elegant styles. 

IB. HOKANSON Incorporated: ,A Classic Soft will offer lasting elegance. Please
Designers and mamiftcturcts of oatom-tnadc rugs 212-620-0485 for more information,
and carpets that can he made in almost any size,
.shape, color, or combination of colors. For more 
information, please call 800-243-7771 or visit our 
website at www.hokansoncaipet.ctim.

Floor and 
Wall Coverings

m customANTIOUES
t. DK Antiques: Located in hUroric 
Carnegie Hill on Manbauan's Upper East Side, 

feature an elcpuit and diverse collection of 
late-17tli- to cady-20dt-«iicuty Fwich. Englkh. 
Continental, and American Furniture and 
obiets d'art of a timeless and classic design.
212-534-8532.

APPAUCL

more:

mwe
34. Drexel heritage 
furnishings: The fiirninue coUections of 
Drexel Heritage. Sometimes casual, sometimes 
formal. Always beautiful. Call 800-916-1986. 
www.diexelherirage.cotn.
35, George Smith: George Smith, 
manulaccmers and retailers of handmade English 
uplioistercd furniture to order. Their ftbrie line 
includes hand-printed linen document designs as 
wdl as checks, stripes, solids, velvets, and danuisb.

VV-:
I a •

»•19. Odegard. Inc.: Carpets from Odegard, 
Inc. ate the benchmark for quality in design and 

2. EDDIE Bauer: For a score nearyou, please materials for hand-knotted carpets from Nepal, 
call 800-552-8943 or visit www.eddiebaucr.com. Shown at Od^rd, Inc., the New York Design

Center, Suite 1206, and at the Washington 
Design Center, 300 D Street, SW. Space 322,
For other r^resematives in the U.S,. South 
-America, and Europe, or for more information, 
call 212-545-0069.

! Premier iin(>oners of i*J)!

T9.52. Plain & Fancy Custom 
cabinetry; Whether your ^tyie is Countty or 
Contemporary, our full-color catalog will inspire 

36. Guy chaddock a Co.:CtMtorsol you. Featuring spaces influenced by Amcricui, 
masrer-craficri Country French and English Eutr^jean, and Asian design, this book will iieip
Antique Funuiute Reproductions tor home or you gadter ideas to create rooms that fit yout 
office, Send for brochure; 220! E. Brundage Lane. Available east of the Mississippi only.
Bakersfield, CA 93307. Tel: 805-395-5960. Fax: Dept, #HG499C. $ 12,
805-395-5970. Website; www.guychaddock.com.

3. LANDS' END-: Drittcf 'Sweater-classically 
styled to fit into any wardrobe, well made and 
faidy priced. Free latalM. 800-388-4731.
www.landsend.com/cataTogs/243

4. Please send me all the free items in 
this caicgoiy.

AUTOMOBILES

5. American isuzu motors Inc.:
We done build cars, we build trueb. Wisit our 
website at wsvw.gofardier.cora or call 800-726- 
2700,

6. LINCOLN navigator: It’s the most lux
urious way to travel—aiiywhcre. To leam more 
about llie worid's most powcrftil luxury SUV, call 
800-446-8888, or visit www.lincolnvekides.cQm.

7. LEXUS CPO: TheLcxusCctrified Prc- 
Owned Program. Owning a Lexus is easier than 
you think. To learn more about our groundbreak- 
ingwartanty, visit lu at www.lcxuscpo.cam,

5. Please send me all the free items in 
this category.

DECORATIVC
ACCeSSOBIES

9. HOWARD miller: The worlds largest 
gruidftdicr deck company is also one of the 
world's most ivccwtized names in wall, mantel, 
and tabletop docks, as well as colleccois’ 
cdsineis. $3.
10. LAHSOn-Juhl: a great frame touches 
rhe entire room, adding ei^nce and penonal 
style. For the best in custom ftames, ask your cus
tom framer for the Craig Ponzio Siptattire 
Collection by Larson-Junl. For mote information, 
call 800-886^126 or visic our website ni 
www.larsonjuhl.com.

11. Please send me all the free items in 
ibis calory.

FABRICS

20. Saxony carpet Coi^pany; For
the compkie Nina Campbell Colleaion catalog 
ofexduiive catpecs and borders, send 15 to; 
Saxonv Carper Company, 979 Third Avenue, 
New York, NY 10022,

S3. POGGENPOHL U.9.. INC.': World- ^ 
renowned European btdien and bath cabinetry ^ 
manuiactuter offers a large variety of fosni sct-les. j 
in wood, ftequer, and laminates, rang;ing from 3 
traditional design to avam-girdc. For your j
comprehenrive licerature package, please send $15 •]
or call 800-987-055.3. h

37. LiGNE RoSET; Discover the timdi^s 
design manufactured in France. To order our 
150-pagc catalog, or for the store in yout area, 
callSOO-BY-ROSETSlO,

21. TUFENKIAN TIBETAN CARPETS:
Traditional themes imerprered with an eye to 
contemporary lifestyles. Crafted from the finest 
Himalnran woof; caided, span, dyed, and knoned 3s. nancy Corzine: Manuftciureroffur- 
exclusivdy by hand. For a color brochure, cad niture, textiles, and accessories, covering all major 
800-435-7568. Free. periods of desigrr. Nancy Corzine is represented in

15 majoi cities naiionwidc. Catalog. $150.
54. Thehmador: Learn why Therraador
has become the brand of choice For so many 
discriminating cooking enthusiasts. Ourcxiior 
brodifltes nSer you a wide ran  ̂of options to 
meet your specific kitchen requirements. Call 
800-^56-9226 ext. 42.

22. Please send me all the free items in 
ibis category.

FURNITURE

39. POLIFORM USA, INC.t Pnliform'.', 
illustrates 
wall units.

closet svsi«ns. dining room furniture, and more.
For professioiuls and consumers. Sg. viking Range corporation:
aU 888-POUFORM, S15. The ori
40. RocHE-BoBOls: The international for the:
colleaion of exclusive, comemjwrarv furniture is kitchen with a foil line nf prtrducts. including 
presented in a 100-page full-color catalog. Exciting cooking, ventilation, cleanup, and refrigeration, 

conci^ts in leather and fabric scaring, wall 888-845-4641, www.vikii^-range.com,
24. AMERICAN LEATHER! Scyk. sysc^ OMibkand cunrd gW bedroom 56. waterworks; Watertvorks, carefiilly
Comfort, Sclectk>n...Qualicy Leather Furniture is ‘^'"'"6 S lO. selected exdmive products include bath fittings

investment you will enjoy for many years. Why 41. Stvdivm V: "Thesexitiessofa new and accessones, unique waslisiand.', fomiiure, tile,
settle for anything le» tlian your dioiccofover approtidi' A classic contemporary line of furniture and stone. We are foe only .showroom in the
70 designs, 70 coTiirs, cusiom made and shipped inspired by the design and atchitcaure of the ‘30s country to offer this comprehensive selection of
to W3U in M days or less. Call 800-456-9599 and '40s. Collection includes softs, armchairs, hath and kitchen components. Call SIO-899-6757 f
ew. 222. FREE, or visit our website at dedu. cotfoe tables, dining room, and occasional for the sliowroom nearest you or visit our website j
wwwAmeriunLcathcr.com. rabies, to name onlv a few. To receive a caralog, at www,waterworks,net. Catalog. $15. j

a« 212-486-181 f.'

42. THE New YORK Design center:
In the counity's oldest building devoted entirriy
10 fomishings, the NYDCs 100 showrooms 
provide an international venue for ihc fmcsi 
furniture, ftbrics. accessories, and related producB.
011 212-679-95fI0.

43. Please send me all the fret items in 
this ategory.

Home. Dlsign materials

Teehnica! Dictionary af Home Design 
j rich and diverec colleaion of beds.

23. Alexander Julian home 
Colours by Universal Furniture 
Limited; ‘‘Comhine Iwauiy and style with 
fesbion and fonclion, then relax and enjoy 
Express yourselF with roy awaid-wiruiing collec
tion of furniture that's a little bit ekgam. a lot 
casual, and very comfortable.” Free catalog.

finaior of commercial-ty|x equipment 
omc. Viking Range outfits the ultimate

new

an

57. Wm Ohs, Inc.: Exquisite Old-World 
kitchens bringing the sophistication and spirit of 
tradiitonal Europe into the premium Ainerioan 
kitchen. FJegam, wann, famiturelike. Thirty- 
ei^i-page color brochure, $5.

55. Please send me all the free items in 
this cai^ory.

25. AVERY BOARDMAN LTD/ 
Head-bed; Manufacturers of line custom 
softs, saftbeds. dia/tx, atiatnans. daybeds. custom 
bedding, and hi-iisers. Catalog arid price list, $35. 
To the Trade.

kf.’
26. BAB Italia: For die dealer nearest you, 
please call 800-872-1697.

SPAS & RESORTS27. BAKER Furniture: Baker's Upholstery12. GEORGE Smith: Geoq^;Smith. niiUiu-
fecturersand retailers of handmade English uphoi- Colleaion features an array of traditional and 
srersd fwoicure n? order. Their fabric line iiKlwks contanpomry frame sry)« sviffi unique lahriis 
hand-primed linen document designs as well as decorative treatments, finishes, and cushions. $12. 
checks, stripes, solids, velvets, and danusks.

59. Hot Soring Portable spas:
Relax lonighi in your own badtyard in the warm, 
soothing water of a Hot Spring Spa. Built for a 
litKime of relaxation. Free color brochure.44. Amoega & Machin 

conservatories: /Vndega & Machin
Conservatories ate designed fo the hipest quality eo. MasterCard Vacations": Offors -j 
to withstand ail dimiiies, ffoi a full-color brothutt. g,ejt prices on superior vacation packages and 
phone 800-922-0110. cruises. Speak to an expert travel consultant today.

Call 800-428-8747. Or visit our website at 
wwwmastercaid.com.

2S. BARLOW TYRie: 'The English Garden 
Tradition." Made in England since 1920, ihu'solid 
leakwuod outdoor and ganlen fomishings have 
“weathered" the resf of rrme. Classic, a«and- 
winning designs for poolside, garden, and alfresco 
emcnaining will provide a lifetime ofenjoymem 
and saiisftctinn. Eighty-page catalog, $3-

13. HENRY Calvin Fabrics: To the 
Iradc only. Offering a luxurious mix oficxiiire 

and design, showcasing the elegant simplicity of 
natural fibers. I?.-

45. Arte de Mexico:-4rtede Mouco is 
the world's leading supplier of haiul-forged 
wroughi-iron lighting and furniture. Our catalog 
colieaiom feature over 600 diffrretu derign.s. All 
avwlable in 30 distinct hand-applied finishes. For 
mote infomuiion, please contact your loc.il repre- 

30. Brown Jordan: Since 1945, Brown semativc or call our Customer Scivice Department 
15. PiNDLER Be PiNDLER, INC.: Offering Jordan has been a premier mamiftcturer of fine ji 818-508-0993, ftx us at 818-563-1015. or visit
exclusive decorative upholstery and drapery prod- casual fomishinjp for the home. For a retail srort ^yr website at www.artedememco.com.
ucls for the prafissional tesidemial and contract nearest you or to preview our award-winning 
designer. To the Trade only. Visit our website at designs, please call 626-443-8971 or write Brown 
www.pindlcr.com or ctdl 805-531-9090. Jordan, 9860 Gidlt)' Siicct, H Momc, CA 91731.

14. LEE Jofa: Christopher Moore travels die 
world in an effort to une-arth Toiie de Jouy designs 
from historic estates, private coOecrions, and 
antique reconditioning efforts. Lee Joft is proud to acontcmporaiycoliettioiivrithafaoidnewduraaer. 
be die exdiaive distributor of these rate and decid- fine-tuned for sjiacious living. Cara]afs, $i2. 
cdly original prints. Btocluire, Si.

61. Please send me all the free items in 
this category.

Tabletop

29. BERNHARDT: BernhardrpresentsAviara

62. American designer Pottery:
Lightwrighr.sveathcrproofDtisigncr Pottery is 
ft^on for yoiu- home and garden. Won’t crack in 
freezing weather. Use indoon or outside.
63. Vietri: Bring art to the table with Vieitis 
Italian design, quality, and style. Vieiri leads trends 
and creates classics with our tiaJian handcrafted 
gifts, acceaoties, and dinnerwaie. Irresistibly 
Italian! (a) Coilectori Cauiogue, 250* color 
photos, $65; (b) Brochure, fro. For a store near 
you, call 800-277-5933 or rhit www.vietri.cora.

64. Please send me all the free items in 
this taieguiy-

46. H.A. FRAMBURo: Framburg, one nf the 
finest traditions in lighriiig. offers over 400 styles 
including Gothic, Empire, Victorian, Georgian, 

31. Cassina USA. lNC.:CassinaUSA Early Atnerican, Art Dcco, Art Nouveau, and Soft 
a/kfs a foil range of fomishings for nssidenua! uk. Cotuemporart'. (kaJog, S15.
The coUectinn includes pieces desi^ied by masters 
oi' the Modem raovemeni such os LeCotbusier,
CR Mstekimosh, and Frank UoydWrt^t,tonome 
a few. For more information, call 800-770-3568.

16. ScALAMANORg: Specializingio 
the finest rextilts, wall coverings, and passe
menterie available ro the design trade. Excliuivdy 
represents Elitis, Colonv, and Airfield in the U.S. 
800-932-4361.
17. Please send me all the free items in 
this Category.

47. Laura Breyer Works on 
PAPER, INC.: Antioueprinra 1600-1940. 
Subjects include birds, boianicals, animtils, fish, 
shells, airhitectuiaU, sports, and hobbies. Send for 
invitations to focute shows in New York, 
Wcatchesier. Connecticut, and Florida.



ANNOUNCING 
A FIRST FROM

REDISCOVERIES 
Pages 94-96

International Asian Art Fair, Seventh Regi
ment Armory, Park Avenue at 67th Street, 
NYC. zu-641-8571.

SKETCHES 
Page 98

Anya Larkin Ltd., through Pranich & Associ
ates, NYC. 212-980-6179. Available through 
architects and designers. Makeup by Nancy 
Schall for Makeup Forever, available at 
Saks Fifth Avenue.

chair, chaise, tables, and rug, Philip Hewat- 
Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd. Flowers, Zeze Flowers, 
398 East 52nd Street, NYC. 212-753-7767.

TRADE SECRETS 
Pages 118-119

Di-ake Design Associates, Inc., 140 East 56th 
Street, NYC. 212-754-3099. Philip Hewat- 
Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd., 30 Enni.smore Gardens, 
London, En^and SW7 lAD. 44-171-823-8387. 
Brunschwig & Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. 
Available through architects and de.signecs. 
Clarence House, NYC. 212-752-2890. Available 
through architects and designers, Cowtan & 
Tout, NYC. 212-753-4488. Available through 
architects and designers. Tables and sconce, 
Philip Hewat-Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd, Vitruvius, 
Ltd., 20 Ran.somes Dock, 35 Park Gate Road, 
I-ondon, England SWii 4 NE 44-171-223-8209. 
Grey Watkin.s, Ltd., NYC. 212-755-6700. Avail
able through architects and designers.

WINTER PALACE 
Pages 120-129
Mark Demsky Archi
tects, Ltd., Chicago, IL. 
312-563-1998. Nieder- 
maier, Inc., Chicago, IL. 
773-528-8123 ext. 208. 
Pages J20-121 
Bengaline cotton,
Henry Calvin, NYC. 
212-935-3713. Available 
through architects and 
designers. Manuel 
Canovas, NYC. 212-752- 
9588. Available through 
architects and designers. 
Wall-mounted Bee 
shelf, Niedermaier. Inc.

UNCORKED 
Pages 100-102

Zach/s Wine & Liquor, 16 East Parkway, Scars- 
dale, NY. 914-723-0241. Heights Chateau Wnes 
& Spirits, 131 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. 
718-330-0963. Wally’s, 2107 Westwood Boule
vard, Los Angeles, CA. 888-9WALLYS. Sam’s 
Wines & Spirits, 1720 North Marcey Street, 
Chicago, IL. 800-777-9137.

RESPECT YOUR 
ELDERS 
Pages 108-117

Interior design, Drake 
Design Associates, Inc.,
140 East 56th Street,
NYC. 212-754-3099.
Pages 108-109 
Palma Damask, Clare
mont Furnish Fabrics Co.,
Ltd., NYC, 212-486-1252.
Available through archi
tects and designers. Philip 
Hewat-Jaboor Fine Art,
Ltd., 30 Ennismote Gar
dens. London, England 
SW7 lAD. 44-171-823- 
8387. Chandelier and micro-mosaic-topped 
table, Philip Hewat-Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd. 
Pages iio-iii
Grigan Brocaded Lampas, Brunschwig & 
Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Available through 
architects and designers. Clarence House, 
NYC. 212-752-2890. Available through archi
tects and designers. Charles J. Winston & Co., 
Inc., NYC. 212-753-3612. Available through 
architects and designers,
Pages ti2-ii3
John Boone, Inc., NYC. 212-758-0012. Atailable 
through architects and designers. Stark Carpet 
Corp., NYC. 212-752-9000. Available througli 
architects and designers. Double breakfront, 
busts, chandelier, and tables, Philip Hewat- 
Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd. Candlesticks, Treasures & 
Trifles, 409 Blcecker Street, NYC. 212-243-2723, 
Custom lampshades, Abat-Jour Custom 
Lampshade Corp., NYC. 212-753-5455. Available 
through arcliitects and designers.
Pages 114-115
ScaJamandre, NYC. 212-980-3888. Available 
through architects and designers. Vitruvius, 
Ltd., 20 Ransomes Dock, 35 Park Gate Road, 
London, England SWii 4NE 44-171-223-8209, 
Chairs, table, chandeliers, and art, Philip 
Hewat-Jaboor Fine Art, Ltd,
Pages 116-117
Custom bed linens, E. Braun & Co., 717 
Madison Avenue, NYC. 800-372-7286. Marvin 
Alexander, Inc., NYC. 212-838-2320. Available 
through architects and designers. Grey 
Watkins, Ltd., NYC. 212-755-6700. Available 
through architects and designers. Desk,

micri4>i-
iuspinitipiis

#Hiie ‘Decorating Suide 

Wiat 9tas the ^Wkde

Design DOorld Va&in
9

■ For the first time, go behind the 
scenes of the legendary design 
house. ■ Discover hotv to recreate 

the coveted Colefax & Fowler 
"look". ■ Learn their own secrets of 
working with color, light, fabrics, 
patterns, furnishings, antiques, 
architectural details, and more. ■ A 
unique sourcebook of classic design 

ideas and techniques, Colefax & 
Fowler: Interior Inspirations is 
illustrated with 320 color pho
tographs. ■ 192 pages. 11 'V4" x 10''.

Hardcover.

TRADE SECRETS 
Pages 118-119

Pages 124-125
Bergdorf Goodman. 800-218-4918.
Pages 126-127
deGiuiio Kitchen Design, 1121 Central 
Avenue, Wilmette, IL. 847-256-8833. Siematic. 
800-765-5266. BarWils, London, England. 
44-181-888-3461.
Pages 128-129
Jo.seph Noble. NYC. 212-308-1179. Available 
through architects and designers. Kirk 
Brummel, NYC. 212-477-8590. Available 
througli architects and designers. Kioin. 800- 
OK-KROiN. Cherry Creek/Vitraform, Denver, 
CO. 303-295-1010.

LONDON BRIDGE 
Pages 130-131

All crystal, William Yeoward Crystal, 
800-818-8484.

MOUNT EVERETT 
Pages 132-135

Pages 132-133
Tea & Sympathy, 108-110 Greenwich Avenue, 
NYC. 212-807-8329.
Pages 134-135
Niall Smith Antiques, 344 Bleeckcr Street, 
NYC. 212-255-0660, Earl McGrath Gallery, 20 
West 57th Street, NYC. 212-956-3366. Pil
lows on sofa, Sarajo, 98 Prince Street, NYC. 
212-966-6165. Grooming by Kelly Spittle.

THREE-PART HARMONY 
Pages 136-141

Interior Designers, Naoko Kotido &
Ivan Chatman, Saladino Group, Inc., 200

to order at a

20% DISCOUNT
Send your name and address with check or 
money order for %'ie*—2Q% off the regular 

$45 cover price— plus $3.99 S&H to: 
The Condd Nast Collection 

Box 10214, Dept. 215020-021 
Des Moines, lA 50336

ca 'ree

1-800-426-9922
•PLEASE ADD SALHS TAX IN CA. CO, GA. lA, IL, KY, MA, ML Nj, 

NY. OH. ALLOW UP TO 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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A rice bowl, S50, Venetian wine- 
K glass, S19?,ChristianTortuBac- 
K carat tumbler, Szio.Christiane 
B Perrochon teacup, $65, cham- 
B pagne glass (as vase), $35, glass vase 
B (as wine cooler), S195, black bamboo 
K five-piece place setting, S155, chop- 
■ sticks, S45, acid-grcen napkin, $20,
» vintage table, 84,950, set of five vintage 
' chairs, 83,500, all available at Takashimaya, 
693 Fifth Avenue, NYC. 212-350-0100.

Lexington Avenue, NYC. 212-684-6805. 
Pages 136-137
Landau sofa. Villa chair. Tulip chair, and 
Millbrooklove seat, Saladino Furniture, Inc., 
NYC. 212-684-3720. Available through 
architects and designers. Henry Calvin, NYC. 
212-935-3713. Available through architects and 
designers. Fortuny NYC. 212-753-7153. Avail
able througlt architects and designers.
Pages 138-139
Hinson & Co., NYC. 212-475-4100. Avail- I 
able through arcliitects and designers. I
Pongees, London, England. 44-171-739-9130. B 
Available through architects and designers. ■ 
Stark Carpet Corp., NYC. 212-752-9000. I 
Available through architects and design- B 
ers. Console table with travertine top, B 
Saladino Furniture Inc. H

COMING UP

in the next 
issue of

House^^GardenM GRAND FLOURISHES 
■ Pages 160-167
W Rose Gumming, Ltd., NYC. 212-758-0844.
J Available through architects and designers. 
Pages 162-163
Satin Strie on settee. Alcazar silk on tufted 
chairs, Gumming Rose fabric on fauteuils, 
Dorthea slipper chair covered in Lucca silk 
damask, all from Rose Gumming Ltd.
Pages 164-165
Ncsle, Inc., 151 East 57th Street, NYC. 
212-755-0515. John Rosselli, Ltd., 255 East 72nd 
Street, NYC. 212-737-2252.

(Pages 166-167
Gothic style mirror, John Rosselli Ltd. Carpet, 

Victor Henschel Floors, NYC. 212-688-1732.

Pages140-141
Sunbrella, thiou  ̂GJen Raven Miil.s Inc., 
Glen Raven, NC.
336-227-6211. Avail- domestic BLISS 

Pages 31-46 > Bath in 
Beauties 
at Home

able through archi 
cects and designers. Anthony . 
Lawrence-Bdfkir, NYC. M 

212-206-8820. Available I 
through arcliitects and 1 
designers. Washed silk vel- ’ 
vet, Shamash & Sons, NYC. 
212-840-3111. Available through 
architects and designers.

COLLECTIVE WISDOM 
Pages 168-175

Craig Bergmunn’s Country Garden, Perennial 
Farm & Garden Center, 700 Kenosha Road, 
Winthrop Harbor, IL. 847-746-0311- >The Sinks 

of Choice
mood swings
Pages 142-151 

Page 144
Scholar rock, Kaikodo, NYC. 212-223-0121. 
Page 151
Pajamas and slippers,
J. (3rew. 800-562-0258.

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 104, flouse 6"Garden, August 1938, 
courtesy of CN P Archives.

The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and 
approximate list prices in this issue oiHouse ^ 
<^den. While extreme care is taken to provide 
correct information, House & Garden cannot 
guarantee information received from sources.
All information should be verified before order
ing any item. Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, 
discontinued items, and personal collections 
may not be priced, and some prices have been 
excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY KATHRYN TOWNSEND

> Movin 
with Style

TIME TRIALS 
Pages 152-157

All furniture, Herman Miller for the Home. 
800-646-4400. www.hcrmanmiller.com. 
Painted backdrops by Joe Ginsberg, NYC. 
212-465-1077.

THE NATURAL 
Pages 158-159

Christian Tortu dinner plate, S80, Christian 
Tortu leaf plates,$18 to S85, Christian Tortu

> A Sprin 
Fling with 
Sauvignon 
Blanc

HOUSE & GARDEN IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF LES PUBLICATIONS CONDE 
NAST S.A., PUBLISHED UNDER THE LICENSE BY ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISH
ERS. INC., TI-IROUGH ITS UNINCORPORATED DIVISION THE CONDE NA.STPUB- 
LICATIONS INC. COPYRIGI-Fr © 1999 BYTHE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED.
Conde Na.st HOUSE & GARDEN {ISSN-1087-9528) is published monthly byTheConde Nast Pub
lications Inc., 350 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Steven T. Florio, President & Chief Exec
utive Officer; David B. Chemidlin, Treasurer; Jill Henderson Bright, Secretary. Periodical postage paid 
at New York, New York 10001 and at additional mailing office.s. Authorized as Second-Class mail by 
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, and for payment of postage in cash. Canadian Publication Mail 
Sales Product Agreement No. 0978027. Canadian Goods and Services Tax Registration No. 
R123242885. Subscription: In the US. and possessions, S18 for one year, $34 for two years. In Canada, 
$32 for one year including GST and HST where applicable. Elsewhere, S37 for one year, payable in 
advance. Single copies; US. S3.50; Canada 84.50. For subscriptions, address changes, and adjustments, 

Conde Nast HOUSE & GARDEN, P.O. Box 56145, Boulder, CO 80322-6145. Eight weeks

On Sale 
April 13thwrite to

required for change of address. Please give both new and old address, as printed on last label. 
SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES: Please write to Conde Nast HOUSE & GARDEN, P.O. 30x56145, 
Boulder, Colorado 80322-6145, or call 1-800-234-1520. First copy of new subscription will be mailed 
within eight weeks after receipt of order. Occasionally, we make our subscriber list available to 

efully screened companies that offer products and services we believe would interest our readers. 
If you do not want to receive these offers and/or information, please advise us at P.O. Box 56145, 
Boulder, CO. 80322. Volume i68 Number 4 
PRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES
POSTMASTER: SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO CONDENASTHOUSE & GARDEN, 
P.O. BOX 56145, BOULDER, COLORADO 80328-6145.
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^^iNOther Thing...
mad about collecting by jean-philippe delhomme
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Kick deiriere.

It is the world's most powerful luxury SUV it pampers seven passengers in three rows of leather-trimmed seats. While it's 300-hp engine tows up to 
8,850 pounds. Over a mountain. With an attitude. Call 800 446-8888, visit wwwJincolnvehicles.com or see an authorized Lincoln Navigator dealer.

'models built after 12/8Z98.

] should$ Lincoln Navigator. What a luxury [< be.
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